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CnTAB in an aqueous DMSO–BSA
nanoemulsion for the monodispersion of
flavonoids†

K. M. Sachin and Man Singh *

Herein, philicphobic interactions between flavonoids (quercetin, apigenin, and naringenin) and bovine

serum albumin (BSA) were analyzed using physicochemical properties obtained at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15,

308.15 K and 0.1 MPa, from 0.01 to 0.10 mol kg�1 of alkyl trimethyl ammonium bromide

(CnTAB : DTAB, Cn ¼ 12; TDTAB, Cn ¼ 14; HDTAB, Cn ¼ 16). The flavonoids with cationic surfactants

strongly interacted with BSA, as illustrated by the physicochemical parameters (PCPs), refractive index

(nD), Walden product, pH, electrostatic potential and molar conductance (Lm). Viscosity (h), density (r),

hD, sound velocity (u) and specific conductance (k) data were used to calculate the relative viscosity

(hr), viscous relaxation time (s), Walden product, entropy (DS), enthalpy (DH), Gibbs free energy (DG),

heat capacity (Dq) limiting dielectric constant (3N), speed of light (C), acoustic impedance (Z) and

molar refraction (R). These PCPs have quantitatively predicted the hydrophilic and hydrophobic

(philicphobic) interactions developed are on increasing the alkyl chain (AC) of CnTAB. These

interactions assist a monodispersion of the flavonoids, and a similar mechanism could equally be

applicable to monodisperse the antioxidants in the aqueous nanoemulsions. Their philicphobic

stoichiometry weakened the cohesive forces (CF) when the shear stress was increased, and enhanced

surface activities were achieved that facilitated the flavonoids to interact with BSA due to

intermolecular forces (IMF) to develop a stable nanoemulsion; Upon increasing the CnTAB

concentrations, the nD value increases since the polarizability increases with stronger shear stress due

to van der Waal forces and electrostatic interactions to achieve better flavonoid–BSA linkages.
1. Introduction

Research on the interaction of avonoids with globular
proteins using surfactants and ionic liquids is of signicant
interest for numerous biological, medicinal, pharmaceutical
and pharmacological properties to enhance the interaction
abilities, especially in the case of the avonoid and protein
interactions. Flavonoids are polyphenols and secondary
metabolites that have signicant potential due to their
numerous health benets.1 Flavonoids are abundantly found
in foods and beverages of plant origin, fruits, vegetables, tea,
cocoa and wine and are termed as dietary avonoids. Thus, the
molecular structure of avonoids can be characterized by
a biphenyl propane (C6–C3–C6) skeleton (Fig. S1†) due to the
similarity in structures. The avonoids have two phenolic
rings (A and B) that are attached by a heterocyclic C-ring
(Fig. S1†)2 and are classied by the number and position of
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the phenolic (–OH) groups and the presence/absence of
a double bond in the molecular structures of avone, ava-
none, anthocyanins, avonol, chalcone, and isoavonoids.3,4

Flavonoids are an excellent free-radical scavenger and have
been broadly studied for their antioxidant, anticancer, anti-
viral, and anti-inammatory properties as well as their ability
to prevent activities that cause heart disease.1,5,6 Flavonoids
regulate several enzymes7,8 by scavenging the free radicals and
have the ability to chelate transition and noble metal ions; this
enhances their anti-inammatory and antioxidant activities.9

Thus, avonoids initiate a secondary chemical mechanism by
attracting metal ions that have developed ionic hydration.
Their bioavailability and bioactivity depend on their distri-
bution in the body, which initiates interactions with proteins.
Despite this, their huge potential applications, attained by the
active structures containing phenolic OH, p-conjugation and
C-atoms, not only contribute to initiating interactions with
free radicals and other biomolecules but also compensate
their mutual effects. Therefore, we conducted very systematic
studies by determining the most relevant PCPs as a function of
their distribution by affecting their friccohesity in an aqueous
medium. We have resolved their solubility by formulating the
aqueous-DMSO mixed solvents as the stronger CF of water was
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15805
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a large barrier. The avonoid distribution patterns in low
surface energy mixtures have never been reported yet. In order
to develop low-surface energy liquids mixture with naturally
higher shear stress that increases the monodispersion of
avonoids, the stronger shear mixtures were chosen for
studies. The nD, s, Z, pH, Walden product and potential, which
directly reect the state of the surface energy/tension of
samples, were chosen as PCPs along g, h, s and r data. In such
samples, the avonoids possess novel therapeutic activities of
acute-high potency with low toxicity. However, a more in-depth
understanding of the functional sites of bioavonoids requires
the study of their interactions with all possible biological
targets, including nucleic acids,1 enzymes3,4 and globular
proteins.10 Thus, solubility and stability are two critical factors
of the solution for the determination of PCPs for a new drug
that affects the performance and formulation developmental
process. Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics perfor-
mances of a formulation dependent on the drug levels in
blood plasma, tissues and urine are substantially tuned by
philicphobic ratios. Aer oral administration, the drug levels
in plasma depend on the absorption of the drug through the
gastrointestinal tract. All these processes are completed in low
surface energy mixtures. Moreover, protein–avonoid inter-
actions require more advanced studies to provide noble and
more in-depth information in the areas of structural molecular
interaction engineering, biochemistry, solution chemistry,
drug formulation and surface chemistry.10–14

BSA, a globular protein, is a highly abundant water-soluble
carrier protein in a circulatory system that distributes exoge-
nous and endogenous components in the blood. It has the
ability to interact with various biologically active molecules,
drugs, fatty acids, steroids, lanthanides, dyes, etc. in the
body.5–7 These tune their philicphobic activities and BSA was
added into aq-DMSO. Furthermore, BSA also plays an active
role in drug delivery and the maintenance of blood pressure in
the body because of its transporting nature with adequate
friccohesity.6–8 Accordingly, the interacting drug could
perform better while the non-interacting drug develops the
anticipated pharmacological effect. Various studies have
described the drug–BSA interactions where the drug–BSA
interactions9,15 are inuenced by the surrounding environ-
ments, temperature, pH, concentrations, and molecules like
Fig. 1 Cohesive and coulombic interactions of H2O–H2O and H2O–DM
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biopolymers, surfactants, dendrimers, dyes, ionic liquids and
others.16 Moreover, the avonoid–BSA interaction continu-
ously induces an intervention of drug interaction as the BSA
undergoes conformational changes.17 Therefore, the distribu-
tion and metabolism of numerous bioinspired compounds,
such as avonoids and drugs, in the body have been associated
with their strong interaction affinities towards BSA, which
added a biophysical stint to our liquid mixtures. Earlier
studies have reported the spectroscopic analysis of the inter-
action affinity of proteins with therapeutically active avo-
noids.2,18–22 Also, research on the nanoformulation of
polyphenolic compounds has improved the bioaccessibility of
oral drugs. In the past decade, many investigations have been
carried out on the study of the spectroscopic interactions of
avonoids with globular proteins and surfactants systems.23–27

No adequate work had been reported in the literature that
deals with the study of avonoids with BSA and surfactants
mixtures28–30 in the formation of dispersions at various
temperatures.

This study aimed to enhance the biological and pharma-
cological activities of avonoids with cationic surfactants
through the stable nanoemulsion. Stronger hydrophobicity
was substantially functionalized to disperse BSA, which could
freely interact with free radical by enhancing antioxidant
activities. Hydrophobicities that dominate biochemical and
biophysical interactions frequently occur in living systems,
but neither adequate PCPs nor the thermodynamics studies of
PCPs have been yet reported in the presence of BSA. The
avonoid–protein with the increasing hydrophobicity of
cationic surfactants interactions has never been reported yet.
We chose 10% (w/w) aq-DMSO to disperse the avonoids, and
the pre-processing model for active solvent medium prepara-
tion is presented in Fig. 1 and 2. Here, the dipoles of DMSO
squeezed out the HB of the water molecule to determine the
actual interacting activities of a globular protein with avo-
noids as their interactions substantially inuence the living
system. The experimentation for a real-time process of the
dipole–dipole interaction (DDI) model was developed using
10% aq-DMSO solution, which could have in situ dipole
orientation to cage out and reach comparatively stronger
dipoles like BSA and avonoids and is noted in step s 01 for
H2O–DMSO as a dipolar solvent model.
SO for higher and lower surface energy domains.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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BSA explains the role of the polypeptide bond (PPB) and a, b-
sheet, b-turns, random coils, and the role of the dipole moment
of H2O and DMSO for the BSA interaction mechanism. aq-
DMSO reported a linear increase in r, h, and s data (Table S1,
Fig. S2 and 3†) which infers a similar mechanism of HB
disruption as a 1st-order physicochemical process. The electro-
static H2O and DMSO structures were established through
coulombic forces by the Lennard-Jones potential as:

Coulombic force ¼ qþ1 q
�
2

4p30r2

The coulombic forces weaken as per kinetic energy (KE)
rather than undergoing transitional changes. The DMSO
dipoles align the water dipoles, aer disrupting its HB upon
developing an individual zeta potential due to ion-dipole
interaction (IDI) and electrostatic interaction. The DDI of
H2O–DMSO (Table S1†) is stronger than the dipolar interactions
Fig. 2 Pre-processing and working model for H2O–DMSO with Fv (flav

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
of DMSO and H2O individually. This is supported by an
increased h value, as shear stress and strain increased due to the
stronger H2O–DMSO interactions which have been the master
control for avonoid and BSA interactions with their chosen
stoichiometries. The weakening of the similar dipole run model
is supported upon decreasing the g values. Since coulombic
interactions at air–liquid interfaces (ALI) are weakened by
DMSO interactions with H2O, a dipolar interaction weakens the
tension of a thin lm noted as:

Since the hydrophobic chain of DMSO is shorter, the effect of
the hydrophobic interaction of these DMSO dipole interactions
with the residual van der Waal forces of H2O dipoles alone due
to the interaction of DMSO dipoles with the dipoles of H2O in
the bulk phase can be noted. The bulk DDI inuence the
tension caused by residual forces of H2O–H2O dipoles.

These aligned charges (Fig. 3) could attract H+ ions from
phenolic –OH groups, as there is asymmetric charge accumu-
lation around the S+ ion as compared to the O� ion. The dipole
onoids) interactions.

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15807



Fig. 3 Solubilization of flavonoids through electrostatic interaction in the aq-DMSO system.
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moment value (Table S2†) was calculated by using the reported
equation.23

This proton (3H+) could further activate the destabilized H2O
as:

These models tune the monodispersion of the avonoid in
WBD medium, where the monodispersed avonoid can attain
a larger surface area with stronger activities to furnish the H+ to
scavenge the free radicals. All the calculated PCPs act as
sensors, while the r, h, g, surface excess concentration (Gmax),
apparent molar volume (Vf) and u reported in our previous
study30 illustrate the coagulation, anticoagulation, and transi-
tional H2O agglomeration, which affect the free radical scav-
enging actions of the avonoid. The earlier reported PCPs show
ambiguity, and no clear-cut sensing mechanism was estab-
lished. Therefore, nD, pH, electrostatic potential, Lm, s, the
Walden product, DS, DH, DG, 3N, C, Z, DFI, friccohesity shi
coefficient and R data illustrate the tentropic sites of the avo-
noids, which could focus the H+ releasing activities by syner-
gising their tentropic activities. Thus, these properties resolve
the said ambiguities and allow the exploration of advanced
working models for H2O with BSA or DMSO, which could
reorient the whole chemical process. Thus, a state of doubt
emerges as to whether the drug has an affinity towards H2O,
which is structurally engaged with avonoids or BSA. The s
value fundamentally depicts internal binding, which preferen-
tially interacts due to stronger tentropy, as the tentropy causes
many dissimilarities in the interfaces of the molecules. There-
fore, the tentropic faces cause favorable or non-favorable
surfaces for interactions. These promote the fast recovery of
molecules to optimize and maintain the symmetric structure
despite the energetic surfaces, which induce Z as the structured
linkage that could oppose the structural optimization and is
predicted by a relation with the viscous ow. Also, the nD
fundamentally tracks such reorientational changes as the light
penetrates each and every vertical and horizontal cross-sections
of the dispersed molecules. These activities could be aligned to
bring positive and negative surfaces together, so the 3N value
was measured. Furthermore, the energy of light as a photon
passes through the solution is hn. Thus, the denser and lighter
patches or interaction nanoclusters could be symmetric and
construct or destruct the interference, so the C data was chosen
to track the same. This fundamental science could assist in the
development of CF with adequate adhesive forces, which can
15808 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
furnish information about the multicomponent systems.
Hence, DFI has found critical relevance along with structural
thermodynamics incorporating DG, DH and DS through vari-
able pH, and Lm. These critical evaluations about the avonoid
vis-a-vis BSA and DMSO were not explored in our previous
studies.30 These studies offer a fundament overtone of the
interactions with avonoids dispersed with a momentum p,
which is related to the Boltzmann distribution factor as:

p2

2m
¼ 3

2
mkBT or p2 ¼ 3

2
� 2mkBT ; or p ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3mkB

p
T

where m denotes mass, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature in Kelvin, and r is the density. We have investi-
gated the role of the ACL of CnTAB in enhancing the interaction
affinities of avonoids towards BSA at three temperatures that
change avonoid dispersibility via structurochemical interac-
tion methods, an increase in ACL due to a formation of nano-
emulsion with stronger interaction affinity of avonoid towards
BSA. Thus when the CFs are weakened, DS increased and DG
decreased. This mechanism was designed through the fricco-
hesity shi model (FSM) to explain the avonoid–BSA interac-
tion mechanism. It could be used to understand the activities of
a protein and the increasing hydrophobicity of CnTAB (Fig. S4†)
with thermodynamically and kinetically stable nanoemulsion
formulation. Such a formulation could be applied to drug
delivery, biochemistry, drug formulation, the functionalization
of graphene oxide and drug dispersion.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials

All the chemicals were used without further purication and
their specications are given in Table 11. Before use, DTAB,
TDTAB and HDTAB were stored in a P2O5 lled vacuum desic-
cator to avoid contact from the environment.

2.2. Methods

0.999 millimol per kg avonoid, quercetin, apigenin and nar-
ingenin were added separately into 2 g L�1 aqueous BSA with
10% w/w aq-DMSO and was used as a stock solution for 0.01 to
0.10 mol kg�1 CnTAB. All the solutions were maintained under
continuous stirring at 1000 rpm for 30 min to obtain a stable
homogeneous solution. The WBD (water + BSA + DMSO) solu-
tion was prepared by dissolving 2 g L�1 BSA into 10% (w/w) aq-
DMSO. All the solutions were prepared separately at T ¼ 298.15
K and p ¼ 0.1 MPa with Milli-Q water (Milli-Q SAS 67/20
Mosheim) of 0.71 mS cm�1 and at pH 7. Mettler Toledo New
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Classic MS was used for weighing, with <�0.1 � 10�6 kg
repeatability. All the solutions lled in an airtight volumetric
ask were stored at T ¼ 277.15 K in the dark until use to avoid
evaporation and contamination. Their densities and sound
velocities were measured by using an Anton Paar DSA 5000M
density meter with �5 � 10�6 g cm�3 and �0.5 m s�1 uncer-
tainties, respectively. A built-in Peltier device had controlled the
temperature with a standard deviation of �1 � 10�3 K. The
repeatability of the instrument showed �1 � 10�3 kg m�3

accuracy in the density measurement.31 The instrument was
calibrated with aq-NaCl (1.0 mol kg�1) and 5, 10, 15 and 20% (w/
w) aq-DMSO (Table S3†) at T ¼ 298.15 K.32,33 The reported
densities data were an average of at minimum three repeated
measurements with a standard deviation of �4 � 10�6 g cm�3.
The sound velocities (u) were determined at 3 MHz frequency.
All the experiments were conducted at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15 and
308.15 K with �0.01 K accuracy. Sound velocity worked based
on the oscillation periods of quarts U-tube with air, solvent and
solutions.34 Aer each measurement, the tube was cleaned
using acetone and dried by passing air through using an air
pump with a U-tube. The drying process was continued until
a constant oscillation period for air was attained and noted as
an initial calibration. Viscosity (h) and surface tension (g) were
measured by using a Borosil Mansingh Survismeter35 (Cal.no.
06070582/1.01/C-0395, NPL, India) via viscous ow time (VFT)
and pendant drop number (PDN) methods. The temperature
was controlled using a Lauda Alpha KA 8 thermostat with�0.05
K accuracy. Aer attaining a thermal equilibrium, the VFT was
recorded using an electronic timer with �0.01 s accuracy. The
instrument was properly washed with Milli-Q water and was
then dried using acetone before the measurements. Viscosity
and surface tension values were an average of at minimum three
replicate measurements with �2 � 10�6 kg m�1 s�1 and �0.03
mN m�1 uncertainties, respectively. For calibrating the density,
viscosity and refractive index values (Table S4†), 5, 10, 15 and
20% (w/w) aq-DMSO were compared with literature values.33,36

2.2.1. Antioxidant activity measurement. The antioxidant
activities of the avonoid formulations were assessed through
the free radical scavenging activity of DPPHcmeasured through
previously reported spectrophotometric methods.37,38 For the
determination of radical scavenging activities (RSA), 0.006%
DPPHc solution in ethanol was prepared. For screening RSA,
pure DPPHc solution was mixed with avonoid formulation at
a 1 : 1 ratio. Thereaer, aer vigorous shaking, these samples
were kept in dark for an incubation period of 30 min. The
relative radical scavenging activities (RSAs) were evaluated as
a measure of comparative % decrease in the absorbance of pure
DPPHc at lmax ¼ 520 nm, ascertained by measuring the absor-
bance of the DPPH + avonoid formulation 1 : 1 mixture at the
same wavelength. The measurements were made with a Spec-
tro2060 plus model UV/Vis spectrophotometer. The respective
RSAs were calculated using the following equation:

Scavenging activity % ¼
�
A0 � As

A0

�
� 100

where A0 and As are the absorbance of pure DPPHc and avo-
noid formulation, measured at 520 nm.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
2.2.2. Refractometer. The refractive index was measured by
a Rudolph Research analytical J series Refractometer model 57.
The surface of the Refractometer prism was cleaned with HPLC-
grade ethanol and a lens wiper in measurements. This process
ensured complete cleaning with no stains or air bubbles le on
the prism surface. About 15–20 measurements were made for
precision. The literature and the experimental refractive index
values for 5, 10, 15 and 20% (w/w) aq-DMSO with a standard
deviation at T ¼ 298.15 K (Table S4†) show accuracy and cali-
bration of instruments and uncertainty value of refractive index
with an uncertainty of �1 � 10�4.

2.2.3. Conductance measurement. Conductance values
were measured at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K using
a digital conductivity meter (Lab, India Conductivity meter
PICO+) and at 50 Hz frequency using a dip-type cell with an
0.89 cm�1 cell constant. The instrument was calibrated using
the earlier-reported method.39 A Lauda Alpha KA 8 thermostat
was used for temperature control with a standard deviation of
�0.05 K.

2.2.4. Electrostatic potentiostat measurement. An Advance
Potentiostat 848 Titrino Plus (Metrohm) was used for potential
measurement. The potentiometer had an inbuilt temperature
control facility and was calibrated for each surfactant solution
with Milli-Q. Once the measurement was done, the surface of
the electrode was cleaned with Milli-Q water to avoid contami-
nation and to obtain accurate results.

2.2.5. pH measurement. The pH values were measured
with a pH meter (SV4 Digital) with a built-in power source of
50 Hz, 230 Volts, with �0.01 accuracy. The pH meter was cali-
brated with standard buffers of pH 4, 7 and 11 solutions.40 The
pH value was noted aer 2–3 minutes of electrode insertion.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Stability determination through physicochemical
properties (PCPs)

The 10% DMSO composition exhibited a shi from weaker aq-
DMSO dipolar interactions via a quadrupolar model of their
dipoles, which develop a central electronic shi/domain
conned to a central point. This is similar to the conjugation
of the benzene ring and the outer electronic environment of
a quadrupolar area monitoring the solubilization of avonoids.
It is likely that the hydrophobic part of avonoid could intensify
its spontaneity towards (CH3)2 > S]O through their phi-
licphobic nature. The shi for 10% DMSO could be extended to
other single and mixed solvent systems. Such chemical engi-
neering to formulate the workability of solvents has never yet
been reported. Thus, our model could open a new area of
research in engineering the solvents as these play a critical role
in the quality of the products formed, similar to benzene
conjugation. The linear g value decreases upon increasing
DMSO concentration, which suggests that more and more
DMSO could break the HB of H2O. The HB of H2O led to the
development of CFs with a higher g value. But DMSO decreases
the g value, as the DMSO dipoles attack the H2O dipoles and put
pressure on the HB of water. Ultimately the HB of H2O is dis-
rupted by DMSO, which decreases the g value to form a low
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15809
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surface energy liquid mixture. Hence, our data (Table S1†)
support the following model.

The DMSO attack utilizes the dipolar energy of Hv+ and Ov��,
so the polar atoms tend toward DMSO (Fig. 4). Such attraction
of DMSO dipoles developed a weak CF of H2O with a lower g
value. Apigenin increased the g value with the WBD system, but
naringenin has the lowest g value. A single double bond of
apigenin interacted with DMSO and BSA that has freed the
bound water and strengthened the H2O structure with high CF
and higher surface tension. However, naringenin without any
double bond in C-ring makes it support surfactant-like surface
activities.

Moreover, the addition of apigenin into WBD-form WBDA
that decreases the dipole moment contrary to quercetin and
naringenin comparatively infers the stronger engagement of
water dipoles by apigenin, as apigenin contains only 3-OH
groups with a complete delocalized loop (Fig. S1†). The fewer
–OH groups with delocalized p-electron nanowires stabilize
stronger interactions with H2O dipoles. However, naringenin
Fig. 4 Substantial model illustrates Fv interaction with aq-DMSO system

15810 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
further increases the dipole moment of the WBDN system, so
missing a delocalized p-electron and s-bond inhibits the
formulation of nanowires. Naringenin does not develop
stronger hydrophilic interactions but initiates the hydrophobic
interaction with BSA, which releases H2O that could be engaged
with BSA before the addition of naringenin by pushing the BSA
and naringenin, so their activated complex affects the air–water
interface (AWI), which decreases the g value.

DMSO and H2O develop permanent dipoles and form
a quadrupolar arrangement (Fig. 5). For 1.5% DMSO, stronger
HB disruption of H2O with weaker CFs occurs and lower the g

values. Similarly, likely at 3.2% DMSO, maximum DMSO
molecules moved towards the avonoid (quercetin) cluster,
releasing H2O from the DMSO hydration domain, causing
hydrophobic–hydrophobic (HbHb) interaction of DMSO with
quercetin. This mechanism increased CF with higher g values.
The solubility model of avonoid in aq-DMSO is most fasci-
nating as <10% DMSO could not solubilize the avonoid, but
>10% DMSO has homogeneously solubilized the avonoid in
s.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 5 Dispersion mechanism of flavonoids in 10% aq-DMSO system.
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aq-DMSO, noted as a mixed low surface energy solvent. DMSO
here acted as an interlocutor to stabilize the link between H2O
and the avonoid. <10% DMSO could not sufficiently destabi-
lize the HB of H2O, making H2O free with both larger surface
area and kinetic energy (KE), but >10% DMSO destabilized the
HB structure of H2O.

Stoichiometric coefficient ðKscÞ ¼ hDMSO

hH2O

(1)

>10% DMSO generated adequate H2O monomers to interact
with the avonoid through coulombic forces generated out of
dipolar interactions.

The avonoid could not disrupt H2O structure, but DMSO
disrupted its structure via the dipolar quadrupolar model due to
high- and low-energy surfaces, respectively (Fig. 6). Both quad-
rupolar models are disrupted DMSO–DMSO interactions.
Hence, their individual CFs decreased with a decrease in
surface tension. These decreasing g values with increasing
DMSO molecules infer the disruption of water CFs. So, their
dipolar arrangement was disrupted, providing a lower dipole
moment value.

Attraction force ðAFÞ ¼ q�qþ

4p30r2
(2)

The attraction forces (AFs) were stronger before >10%
DMSO; AFH2O and AFDMSO both are independently stronger.
Since r continuously increases with increasing DMSO concen-
tration, the DMSO disrupts H2O HB aggregates but up to <10%
Fig. 6 Quadrupolar model of H2O–H2O and DMSO–DMSO mole-
cules to weaken the cohesive forces of H2O.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
DMSO; the avonoid does not dissolve in <10% DMSO liquid
mixtures. Such scientic models of aq-DMSO–BSA–avonoids
have never been reported yet.

h decreases with the avonoids in a zigzag manner, not
spherical or symmetric in geometry. Hence, this asymmetric
solvated DMSO (Fig. 7) undergoes irregular orientation or re-
orientation, rotational, translational, and vibrational oscillatory
motions. No regular trends in the h, g, s and k values are noted
with the avonoid. Hence, the hydrophobic head of the (CH3)2–
groups induces unbalanced kinetic, dynamic and stretching
activities, which become dominant in laminar ow to organize
adhesive forces during continuum and non-continuum ows in
the capillaries of the Survismeter. The special heads of solvated
DMSO substantially affect capillary action. For example, if the
hydrophobic face occupies the frontal position, then the ow
dynamics differs from the uid dynamics when the negative
charges of the O-atoms surface occupy the frontal position
similar to the positive charges of the H+ ion. Thin lm is
responsible for the surface energy or tension, but the spatial
positions of the hydrophobic, negatively charged O-atom and
positively charged H-atoms keep rotating at the surfaces, which
cause the irregular trend of g values. However, when more
hydrophobic quercetin molecules are added, the irregular
surface energy trends become more irregular (Fig. S3C†). Before
>10% DMSO, the quercetin is loosely bound with solvated
DMSO to create a scene for solvated DMSO, because the
adequate hydrophobicity of (CH3)2– was not available. Hence, to
provide adequate hydrophobicity, the concentration of DMSO
was increased, which show a uctuation in PCPs values. This
has compatibility with the activities of FF and also of CFs.
However, when adequate hydrophobicity is made available by
increasing the DMSO concentration, the uctuation in PCPs
values is minimized. The adequate hydrophobicity of (CH3)2–
develops considerable hydrophobic interactions with quercetin,
which make a resultant structure reproducible as a state func-
tion. Hence, the h, g, s and k trends aer 11% DMSO show no
uctuations. Quercetin demonstrates anti-surfactant activities,
as it strongly engages the hydrophobic (CH3)2– domain, which
could release some H2O from solvated DMSO. The released H2O
develops stronger CFs with comparatively higher g than
solvated DMSO systems (Table S1†). Noticeably, the increasing
concentration of DMSO decreases the g value and the DMSO
continuous destabilizes the HB of H2O structure, which reduces
the CF with decreasing g values. A decrease in g occurs in both
cases but decreases more in solvated DMSO due to higher
DMSO solubilization, but the solubilization of DMSO with
quercetin is lowered. This nds the role of quercetin vis-à-vis the
hydrophobicity of (CH3)2– groups. Quercetin, which may
furnish H+ from its 5 –OH functional groups, could also
approach H2O molecules attached in solvated DMSO domains.
These H+ ions develop the H3O

+, which could come out of
solvated DMSO domain to the H2O phase, increasing the g

value. Thus, quercetin could act as a catalyst to restructure H2O,
so the avonoids have been functionalized in aq-DMSO. The
parameters of the avonoid and water make them mutually
insoluble, but 10% DMSO has overcome the solubility factor of
avonoids (Fig. 8).
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15811



Fig. 7 Asymmetric hydration representation of the DMSO–H2O system.

Fig. 8 Low-energy aq-DMSO nanoemulsion to monodisperse the
flavonoids.
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Had the avonoids been hydrophilic, then they would have
been solubilized in H2O, but they were solubilized in 10%
DMSO. 10% DMSO creates an adequate specic hydrophobic
void/pocket/localized shape which has the highest spontaneity
towards the hydrophobic domain. The 10v � r ¼ m of DMSO
has a total m � 6.023 � 1023 DMSO molecules. These are huge
numbers and, hence, undergo a self-orientation to attract HbHb

–CH3 groups towards their own sides as shown in Fig. 3. These
hydrophobic pockets accommodate the avonoids, which are
>98 hydrophobic. Generally, HbHbI is entropy driven chemical
activities, which are supported by higher DS values, but a void
formation creates orderedness with lower DS values. Thus, aq-
DMSO shows a higher dipole moment, while quercetin with
aq-DMSO decreases the dipole moment value. Quercetin could
decrease the resultant vector forces (RVF), which are present in
H2O–H2O (Fig. 9), DMSO–H2O and H2O–DMSO molecules.
Similar to the inclusion of BSA into the aq-DMSO solution, the
dipole moment decreases to a value lower than WDQ because
BSA has the diffused PPB in its unfolded structure. BSA could
decrease the RVF with quercetin, apigenin and naringenin in
WBD solution. The dipole moment values are as Q > N > A in
WBD solution. Quercetin shows a higher dipole moment than
apigenin and naringenin, as it has stronger hydrophilicity. So,
a stronger interaction affinity towards a solvent system
15812 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
consequently slightly increased the RVF, and the dipole
moment values of WBDQ increased. The dipoles infer an
attraction affinity (resultant forces) between similar and
dissimilar molecules. The value of the dipole moment depends
upon electron donating and electron withdrawing groups,
which are attached to the ionic species of atom and groups.
Quercetin has 5 –OH groups, causing a stronger interaction
affinity, so the RVF increases more than WBDA or WBDN while
decreases as compared to the aq-DMSO solution. The dipole
moment depends upon the nature and population of the
resultant charges in adjacent molecules. However, for DMSO in
the aqueous system, its electronegative O� atom pulls up the H+

to the O� ion of H2O. The r follows as rDMSO�H2O > rH2O–H2O.
The r value infers the distance between opposite charges,

which is present in similar or dissimilar molecules. The r value
is inversely proportional to the dipole moment. Naringenin acts
as co-surfactants, but two p-conjugated benzene rings which
separately undergo delocalization weaken the H2O dipole
interactions. Naringenin initiates quantum mechanics by
engaging the electron-rich and electron-decient poles of H2O
with its respective poles. With BSA in aq-DMSO solution, its
dipole moment further decreases. The defused PPB of BSA has
a stronger interaction affinity, so the resultant forces decrease
with the decreased dipole moment. The dipole moment plays
a vital role in determining the dispersibility and stability of the
solution. We have prepared the nanoemulsions of avonoids to
study the effects of temperature and hydrophobicity, where BSA
was used as a stabilizer due to its philicphobic nature. The
avonoids express philicphobic properties like oils, so the study
is novel in the elds of drug formulation, food chemistry,
solution chemistry, and biochemistry. The chosen formulation
is as:

H2O + DMSO + BSA + flavonoids (Fv) + surfactants (with

mutual residual forces)

Stoichiometric balance to formulate the thermodynamically
and kinetically stable nanoemulsions was attained by varying
ingredients as per their hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 9 H2O–H2O interaction through dipole moments with high surface energy.
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monitoring activities. The fractionated solvent aligns around
the core as a stern layer that counterbalances the residual
charges. DMSO was used to disperse the avonoids and BSA to
monitor intrinsically active surfactants as the key dispersant.
Therefore, the pentanary systems were developed for an abso-
lute expression of the antioxidant activities of avonoids.
Natural systems like photosynthesis and protein synthesis
energetically involve varieties of chemical species, which induce
adequate activities for the high yield of formulation. Similarly,
we chose ve components to formulate nanoemulsions to meet
the need and potential of interacting abilities in a friccohesi-
cally designed avonoid nanoemulsions to attain working
stoichiometric control over the free radical scavenging activities
of avonoids. The stern layer charges align the nanoparticle
core, and its fractionated solvent was placed at the Lennard
Jone potential distance with adequate coulombic forces.
However, a clustering with larger particle size and lower surface
area disbalances the counterbalances of charges. Thereby, the
lowest chemical potential induces the stability of nano-
emulsions contrary to indirect excess charge, subtle at larger
volumes, which induce a coagulating tendency. In such a situ-
ation, many molecules are needed to induce favourable chem-
ical activities naturally, which make the multicomponent
systems similar to the biological process. For example, in the
cell, varieties of components exist to perform numerous func-
tions to attain the chemical activities needed for the survival of
the cell.
Fig. 10 Possible interacting sites in the quercetin molecular structure.
3.2. Dispersibility and antioxidant activities of
nanoemulsions

A weaker CF increases the surface activities of avonoids in 10%
aq-DMSO, which facilitate avonoids forming small-sized
hydrophobic clusters. BSA (2 g L�1) with 10% aqueous BSA–
DMSO (WBD) solution acted as a stabiliser for the formulation
of stable aqueous CnTAB by varying its compositions with WBD.
UV-visible spectra diluted quercetin formulation with 0.04 mol
kg�1 CnTAB of variable ACL: C-12 (DTAB), C-14 (TDTAB), and C-
16 (HDTAB). Quercetin in aqueous medium did not show any
peaks within the 300–450 nm range (Fig. 10) because of an
unstable dispersion of quercetin in aqueous solution with no
absorption peak. The solutions prepared in the presence and
absence of BSA with surfactant in the aq-DMSO system
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
expressed stronger absorption peaks within the 300–450 nm
range. The absorbances reported in Table S5† are such that (Q +
W) < WDQ-DTAB < WDQ-TDTAB < WDQ-HDTAB (without BSA)
and (Q + W) < WBDQ-DTAB # WBDQ-TDTAB < WBDQ-HDTAB
(with BSA). Also, (WBDQ-HDTAB) < (WDQ-HDTAB); (WBDQ-
TDTAB) > (WDQ-TDTAB); and (WBDQ-DTAB) > (WDQ-DTAB).
BSA with surfactant acted as cosurfactants and increased the
overall dispersibility of quercetin. With BSA, the absorbance of
formulations made with DTAB, TDTAB and HDTAB decreased
drastically (Table S5†), as shown in Fig. S5.† BSA induced the
homogeneity of the CnTAB dispersion of variable ACL by
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15813
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nullifying an impact of the AC of CnTAB in formulation stability
and disparity. Such formulations, due to the high surface area
of quercetin and excellent homogeneous dispersibility of
quercetin have resulted in a better scavenging activity of free
radicals (FRs) as compared to poorly dispersed quercetin. For
preparing stable nanoemulsions (NEs) of avonoids, the PCPs
and thermodynamic properties of formulations illustrate the
role played by solute–solute interaction (SLSLI) and solute–
solvent interaction (SLS0I) in regards to kinetic and thermody-
namic stability. CnTAB in water decreased g, which helped in
the formulation of kinetically stable NEs, because the intensity
of CF acting between the water molecules drastically reduced
with increasing ACL. Since friccohesity (s) is a multiple of the
CF and FF of solvents, a decrease in CF was compensated with
the development of FF in terms of SLS0I. This increased SLSLI
result increased the dispersibility of solute molecules observed
in all the formulations studied (Fig. S6†). In Fig. S7,† BSA acts as
hydrophobic oil molecules, whereas a and b sheet platelets act
as of the hydrophobic domain similar to an alkyl chain of oil. As
such, NEs similar to syrups act as a chemically effective kinetic
medium to homogenized drugs which are not dispersed in the
ordering medium. NEs contain many physicochemical proper-
ties, high surface area, optically transparent appearance,
tunable rheology, robust stability, and high distribution
capacity; because of such properties, NEs could be used for the
recovery of petrochemicals, physiologically toxic wastes from
recalcitrant streams and in pharmaceuticals.30 With an
increasing concentration and hydrophobicity of CnTAB in WBD
systems, the surface energy decreases, while shear stress
increases due to the weakening of CFs and stronger IMF with
linear order (Fig. S8†). The avonoid in WBD with CnTAB
decreases surface energy and increases shear stress with poly-
nomial order, so the avonoid, having philicphobic nature,
could induce irregularities (Fig. S9†). Themagnitude and trends
of PCPs are very exciting, so the data were processed to extract
an extraordinary science in a most expressive elucidation to
illustrate the dispersion of avonoids. Thus, their mechanistic
stoichiometry could be extended to dipolar DMSO, DMF and
others vis-à-vis their philicphobic potential compatible with BSA
to explore a state-of-the-art aq-DMSO–BSA–Fv-surfactant string
as a most constitutional framework. The abovementioned
science constitutes a more stable nanoemulsion for more than
four months, where no phase separation, clustering or
agglomeration occurs. Our formulations have been industrially
very important with their higher shelf life and high solubilizing
potential as well.

3.3. Viscometric study (h)

The h data for CnTAB with mixed solvents were measured at T¼
298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K and are reported in Table S6.†
Viscosity is the scanning and transporting property of a liquid
mixture, which works based on frictional forces (FFs) between
the solute–solvent and FFs of capillaries with the solution
molecules. The h data can calculate relative viscosity (hr) as:41

hr ¼
h

h0

(3)
15814 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
where h0 and h are the viscosities of the solvent and solution,
respectively. The hr values are given in Table 1. The behaviour of
hr vs. the m of CnTAB (Fig. S10–13†) is similar to surfactant
solutions.42–44 The hr value of the solvent systems are such that
WBDA > WBDN > WBDQ > WBD. Apigenin shows a higher hr
value, as it belongs to a avone class having 3 –OH groups, one
C]O group and one double bond at the C-ring in its molecular
structure, compared to a single bond in naringenin. However,
apigenin has 1 –OH group at the B-ring that could induce
stronger interaction affinity towards BSA and could not form
intramolecular hydrogen bonding (IMHB). Quercetin has 5 –OH
groups and one double bond with p-conjugation at the C-ring
due to the 2 –OH groups placed at the B-ring and could form
IMHB (Fig. 10) with decreasing interacting sites. Apigenin
shows a higher hr value than naringenin or quercetin. Spec-
troscopic interaction study of avonoids with proteins by the
quenching constant and the binding constant of apigenin with
proteins show higher interactions than quercetin or nar-
ingenin.45 For example, CnTAB with WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN
showed different trends of hr values at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15 and
308.15 K. The surfactants could formmicelles with air gates;46,47

with increasing ACL, air could enter the micelles through the air
gates, so increasing the temperature created an asymmetric
trend of hr values. Upon increasing the ACL, the hr value
increased with the weakening of CF in addition to stronger
electrostatic interaction and IMF (Fig. 11). With increasing
temperature, the hr value decreased because of the increased KE
as the binding forces (BF) and IMMF weakened.

PCPs have the most authentic data, which sequentially
reect the chemical activities attained by studying the structural
interactions of avonoids and BSA in aqueous DMSO surfactant
mixtures. In CnTAB, n¼ 12–16 had weakened the cohesive force
of aq-DMSO to attain a longer surface area of the interacting
species, which favoured monodispersion. The PCPs depict
a state of nanoformulation which was achieved by the function
of CnTAB, where n ¼ 12–16 surfactants. The PCPs acted as an
authentic indicator to determine the nanoemulsion state and
dispersibility of avonoids as the higher surface tension infer-
red the anti-dispersion and viscosity of the dispersing activities,
respectively.30 Thus, the study of the PCPs was initiated to
formulate a nanoemulsion to monodisperse the antioxidants or
biocatalysts or biocompatible gold, silver, or magnetic nano-
particles to monodisperse without facing any hurdles of
chemical activities like the stronger cohesive forces of the
medium. Stronger cohesive forces with higher surface tension
favour agglomeration rather than monodispersion without
applying any external forces like UV light or electric or magnetic
forces. For these especially, UV light induces undesired elec-
tronic transitions and damage the structures that initiate
a secondary chemical process. Therefore, the surface tension
directly reects the state of cohesive forces complemented by
the viscosity data along with the refractive index, conductance,
and others. The surfactants reduced the cohesive forces that
reduce the binding energy, so a lowering of surface tension
increases the surface area with a larger monodispersion of
avonoids in the medium. This was supplemented with an
increase in the shear stress and shear rate depicted with higher
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 1 Relative viscosity (hr) of CnTAB with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN at T ¼ (298.15, 303.15 and 308.15) K and p ¼ 0.1 MPaa

m/mol
kg�1

WBD-DTAB WBD-TDTAB WBD-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 0.9482 0.9759 0.9660 0.9482 0.9759 0.9660 0.9482 0.9759 0.9660
0.01 1.0025 0.9906 1.0240 1.0794L 1.0306 1.1609 1.0933 1.1450 1.1611
0.02 1.0108 1.0430 1.0438 1.1037 1.0883 1.1675 1.2258 1.2553 1.2578
0.04 1.0040 1.1235 1.1021 1.1299 1.1659 1.1909 1.4018 1.3163 1.2962
0.06 1.0844 1.1726 1.1410 1.3035 1.2341 1.2230 1.7073 1.3699 1.3562
0.08 1.1756 1.2174 1.2149 1.5088 1.2964 1.2615 1.9608 1.4239 1.3835
0.10 1.3510 1.2504 1.2585 1.8906 1.3396 1.2956 2.3867 1.5113 1.4270

m/mol
kg�1

WBDQ-DTAB WBDQ-TDTAB WBDQ-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.01 1.0063 0.9817 0.9589 1.0307 1.0468 0.9914 1.2737 1.0532 1.0340
0.02 1.0833 1.0849 1.1258 1.0810 1.1064 1.0196 1.3665 1.1250 1.1340
0.04 1.0813 1.2662 1.1901 1.1257 1.0760 1.1301 1.1945 1.2593 1.1635
0.06 1.1352 1.0579 1.0636 1.1785 1.1585 1.1992 1.2706 1.2718 1.2606
0.08 1.1805 1.2162 1.1332 1.2424 1.3308 1.2120 1.3472 1.3221 1.3322
0.10 1.1964 1.2634 1.1718 1.2845 1.2415 1.2848 1.4187 1.4949 1.1049

m/mol
kg�1

WBDA-DTAB WBDA-TDTAB WBDA-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 1.0095 0.9615 1.0477 1.0095 0.9615 1.0477 1.0095 0.9615 1.0477
0.01 0.9935 1.1550 0.9431 1.0270 1.0916 0.9735 1.0511 1.0906 1.0837
0.02 1.0189 1.1932 1.1087 1.0441 1.1390 1.0028 1.1892 1.1800 1.0156
0.04 1.0732 1.1005 1.1736 1.1522 1.1936 1.1140 1.2877 1.5281 1.1159
0.06 1.0874 1.2003 1.0498 1.1704 1.2968 1.1833 1.3238 1.5714 1.1467
0.08 1.1309 1.2276 1.1187 1.2073 1.3143 1.1962 1.3749 1.6665 1.2430
0.10 1.1498 1.2588 1.1572 1.2951 1.3407 1.2682 1.4662 1.7459 1.3143

m/mol
kg�1

WBDN-DTAB WBDN-TDTAB WBDN-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 0.9963 1.1063 1.0926 0.9963 1.1063 1.0926 0.9963 1.1063 1.0926
0.01 1.0017 0.9958 1.1016 1.0321 0.9419 0.9899 1.2614 1.0365 1.1516
0.02 1.0304 0.9352 1.1570 1.0704 0.9237 0.9757 1.2846 1.0083 1.1122
0.04 1.0500 0.9740 1.0540 1.1262 1.0913 0.9885 1.3170 1.3120 1.0563
0.06 1.0835 0.9640 1.1221 1.1897 1.0797 1.0934 1.2557 1.1239 1.1670
0.08 1.1425 0.9952 1.1022 1.2122 1.1441 1.1394 1.3161 1.2168 1.2891
0.10 1.2314 1.1444 1.0494 1.2919 1.3736 1.2116 1.4563 1.2113 1.2760

a m (mol kg�1) is the CnTAB molality with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN solvents separately. The combined uncertainties in molality at a 95%
condence interval Uc(m) of CnTAB¼�3� 10�4m/mol kg�1. Standard uncertainties (u) in solvent compositions (WBD) at a 95% condence interval
u(M) ¼ �0.9 � 10�4M/mol L�1; WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN u(m) ¼ �1.0 � 10�4m/mol kg�1 respectively. Standard uncertainties are u(T) ¼ �0.01 K,
u(p) ¼ �0.01 MPa, and expanded uncertainties Uc (95% condence interval) is Uc (hr) ¼ �0.0041.
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viscosity values with a subsequent decrease in conductance
data.

The comparatively low hydrophobicity of DTAB increases DS
with a decrease in DG, which meet at T/K, but their behaviour
changes with increasing C-atoms in their ACL. The increasing
kinetic energy (KE) noted is affected by their chemical activities:

KE ¼ 1

2
mv2 (4)

where m is the mass and v is the velocity. Fig. S10–13† shows
that the quercetin, apigenin and naringenin in WBD solution
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
increase the hr values, because the avonoids increase the
hydrophobicity and weaken the CF with stronger FF, IDI and
higher Pint. Furthermore, the hr value is close to unity, which
implies that the molecular rearrangements of CnTAB with BSA–
avonoids solution are minimized with increasing hr values.
The BSA–avonoid with CnTAB could nally act as an electro-
lyte, and the charged species of surfactants increased the hr

values (Table 1). This assumes that the combination of CnTAB
may form micelles with a solvent, causing an expansion in 10%
(w/w) aq-DMSO. When the saturation interaction of CnTAB with
the BSA–avonoid systems is reached, then the 0.10 mol kg�1
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15815



Fig. 11 Stoichiometry interaction mechanism of BSA–flavonoid with CnTAB in 10% (w/w) aq-DMSO for the dispersibility of the flavonoid.
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CnTAB, BSA and avonoid increase their dispersibility. This
induces an increment in ionic strength.48 The h values were
used to calculate the viscous relaxation time (s) by through the
following equation:49

s ¼ 4h

3u2r
(5)

where r is the density (Table S7†), h is the viscosity (Table S6†)
and u is the sound velocity (Table S8†) used for s measure-
ment.30 The calculated s values are given in Table 2 and are
plotted in Fig. S14–17.† The s value depends on CnTAB
concentration and the interaction ability of avonoids with BSA,
where the temperature may be related to the structural relaxa-
tion process occurring due to the rearrangement of molecules.50

With increasing temperature, the s value decreased due to the
weakening of IMF and electrostatic interaction. The s values are
such that WBDA > WBDN > WBD > WBDQ; this order is similar
to the hr and r data. Upon increasing the ACL, the s value
increased due to the weakening of surface forces in addition to
stronger electrostatic interaction and ion-hydrophobic interac-
tion (IHbI). With the inclusion of DTAB into the solvent systems,
the s value decreased with WBD, WBDA, and WBDN, while with
WBDQ, it slightly increased. Consequently, for TDTAB and
HDTAB systems, the s values increase for 0.01 to 0.1 mol kg�1

CnTAB. The hydrophobicity causes a more stable effect than the
15816 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
temperature effect (Fig. 1S†) because, at each temperature, the
DTAB with C-12 atoms produced a lower hr, suggesting a lower
shear. However, from C-14 to C-16 atoms in the AC of TDTAB
and HDTAB, respectively, hr increased, which further
strengthen the shear stress with increasing ACL. The contin-
uous increment in hr upon increasing C-atoms predicts the
stronger hydrophobic interaction of surfactant with DMSO and
BSA. A rise in temperature could not change the trend, as the
increased hydrophobicity upon increasing the C-atoms in AC
did not disrupt their hydrophobic–hydrophobic interactions
(HbHbI) from 298.15 to 308.15 K. The increasing AC also
develops the hydrophobic interactions with BSA and DMSO.
Quercetin develops stable interactions with a denite state
function with DTAB, but with TDTAB and HDTAB, the interac-
tions wavered with no stable state formation. Quercetin with 5
–OH groups engaged H2O ve times as:

H2O
:: +H+ / H3O

+ / H2O–H+ / H3O
+

Such wavering was seen in Fig. S10b and c† because the
hydrophobicity developed with increasing C-atoms, which
could not disrupt their HbHbI from 298.15 to 308.15 K. The
increasing AC aided in the development of hydrophobic
interactions with the BSA and DMSO. In apigenin, the 3 –OH
groups engaged H2O with H+ thrice to cause the following
reaction H2O

:: / H3O
+ with comparatively less wavering
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 2 Viscous relaxation time (s/ps) of CnTAB with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN at T ¼ (298.15, 303.15 and 308.15) K and p ¼ 0.1 MPaa

m.mol
kg�1

WBD-DTAB WBD-TDTAB WBD-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 0.572 0.477 0.462 0.572 0.477 0.462 0.572 0.477 0.462
0.01 0.570 0.469 0.470 0.614 0.489 0.534 0.623 0.544 0.535
0.02 0.572 0.493 0.479 0.627 0.515 0.537 0.698 0.596 0.580
0.04 0.568 0.530 0.505 0.642 0.552 0.548 0.797 0.625 0.597
0.06 0.614 0.554 0.523 0.741 0.585 0.563 0.971 0.650 0.625
0.08 0.665 0.575 0.557 0.857 0.615 0.581 1.115 0.676 0.638
0.10 0.764 0.590 0.577 1.074 0.635 0.597 1.358 0.718 0.658

m/mol
kg�1

WBDQ-DTAB WBDQ-TDTAB WBDQ-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 0.568 0.478 0.479 0.568 0.478 0.479 0.568 0.478 0.529
0.01 0.569 0.467 0.457 0.584 0.500 0.473 0.722 0.504 0.495
0.02 0.611 0.515 0.535 0.610 0.525 0.485 0.770 0.534 0.539
0.04 0.608 0.600 0.565 0.635 0.511 0.538 0.674 0.598 0.554
0.06 0.639 0.501 0.505 0.664 0.550 0.571 0.716 0.603 0.599
0.08 0.664 0.576 0.538 0.700 0.632 0.577 0.759 0.627 0.634
0.10 0.673 0.599 0.557 0.725 0.590 0.612 0.799 0.709 0.526

m/mol
kg�1

WBDA-DTAB WBDA-TDTAB WBDA-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 0.576 0.457 0.483 0.576 0.457 0.483 0.576 0.457 0.483
0.01 0.572 0.527 0.456 0.593 0.501 0.476 0.608 0.501 0.530
0.02 0.587 0.544 0.536 0.601 0.520 0.487 0.685 0.539 0.493
0.04 0.613 0.500 0.565 0.663 0.545 0.539 0.740 0.698 0.541
0.06 0.623 0.546 0.505 0.673 0.592 0.572 0.760 0.718 0.555
0.08 0.648 0.558 0.538 0.693 0.599 0.577 0.788 0.761 0.601
0.10 0.658 0.572 0.556 0.744 0.611 0.612 0.837 0.798 0.636

m/mol
kg�1

WBDN-DTAB WBDN-TDTAB WBDN-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 0.576 0.532 0.510 0.576 0.532 0.510 0.576 0.532 0.510
0.01 0.568 0.523 0.556 0.590 0.500 0.503 0.719 0.549 0.584
0.02 0.581 0.489 0.580 0.608 0.486 0.493 0.730 0.530 0.562
0.04 0.592 0.508 0.528 0.639 0.573 0.498 0.749 0.690 0.534
0.06 0.611 0.503 0.562 0.673 0.567 0.549 0.712 0.591 0.588
0.08 0.643 0.519 0.551 0.687 0.601 0.574 0.746 0.640 0.650
0.10 0.693 0.597 0.525 0.731 0.721 0.610 0.825 0.637 0.643

a m (mol kg�1) is the CnTAB molality with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN solvents separately. The combined uncertainties in molality at a 95%
condence interval Uc(m) of CnTAB¼�3� 10�4m/mol kg�1. Standard uncertainties (u) in solvent compositions (WBD) at a 95% condence interval
u(M) ¼ �0.9 � 10�4M/mol L�1; WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN u(m) ¼ �1.0 � 10�4m/mol kg�1 respectively. Standard uncertainties are u(T) ¼ �0.01 K,
u(p) ¼ �0.01 MPa, and expanded uncertainties Uc (95% condence interval) is Uc (s) ¼ �0.001 ps.
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(Fig. S10b and c†) to infer constitutional parameters like
viscous relaxation time (s) the response of apigenin, quer-
cetin and naringenin with the medium as synchromatic or
asynchromatic.
3.4. Walden product

The Walden product (Table 3) was calculated with eqn (6):51

Walden product ¼ h0k0 (6)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
where h0 is the limiting viscosity and k0 is the limiting specic
conductance of solution. The Walden product depends on
mobility, size, the concentration of ions and the nature of
solute–solvent interactions (SLS0I). Walden product is such that
WBDA > WBD > WBDQ > WBDN with DTAB, WBDQ > WBDA >
WBDN > WBD with TDTAB, and WBDQ > WBDN > WBD >
WBDA with HDTAB. Table 3 shows that the increasing ACL
(hydrophobic spacer group), decrease the Walden product
value. BSA with both the hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15817



Table 3 Walden product (L0h0) of CnTAB with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA
and WBDN at T ¼ (298.15, 303.15 and 308.15) K and p ¼ 0.1 MPaa

T/K

L0h0

WBD-DTAB WBD-TDTAB WBD-HDTAB

298.15 0.1846 0.1563 0.0743
303.15 0.1646 0.1340 0.0696
308.15 0.1706 0.1187 0.0701

WBDQ-DTAB WBDQ-TDTAB WBDQ-HDTAB

298.15 0.1808 0.1794 0.1787
303.15 0.1731 0.1543 0.1184
308.15 0.2031 0.1919 0.1135

WBDA-DTAB WBDA-TDTAB WBDA-HDTAB

298.15 0.2252 0.1756 0.0687
303.15 0.2319 0.1516 0.0717
308.15 0.2129 0.1500 0.0613

WBDN-DTAB WBDN-TDTAB WBDN-HDTAB

298.15 0.1552 0.1662 0.0886
303.15 0.1710 0.1491 0.0715
308.15 0.1703 0.1416 0.0658

a m (mol kg�1) is the CnTAB molality with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and
WBDN solvents separately. The combined uncertainties in molality to
a 95% condence interval Uc(m) of CnTAB ¼ �3 � 10�4m/mol�1 kg�1.
Standard uncertainties (u) in solvent compositions (WBD) at a 95%
condence interval u(M) ¼ �0.9 � 10�4M/mol L�1; WBDQ, WBDA and
WBDN u(m) ¼ �1.0 � 10�4m/mol kg�1 respectively. Standard
uncertainties are u(T) ¼ �0.01 K, u(p) ¼ �0.01 MPa.
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in its structure unfold with stronger IHbI ion hydrophilic
interaction (IHI). This decreases the mobility of ions with
a decrease in specic conductance and Walden product. Api-
genin shows a higher Walden product with DTAB as compared
to WBDQ and WBDN with TDTAB and HDTAB. Apigenin with 3
–OH groups and one (]) bond at its C-ring has structural
homology to quercetin except for two additional –OH groups at
the A- and B-rings. Apigenin shows a higher Walden product
with DTAB than quercetin or naringenin. The Walden product
value is such that DTAB > TDTAB > HDTAB. This leads to DTAB
having a higher charge density and stronger IHI with higher
specic conductance.
Fig. 12 The DS (>) andDG (,) value of WBDwith DTAB (a), TDTAB (b)
and HDTAB (c) at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K.
3.5. Thermodynamic parameters

Nanoclusters of CnTAB with solvent systems are reoriented at T
¼ 298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K which are relevant for under-
standing the molecular interacting mechanism of BSA and
avonoids with CnTAB in aq-DMSO. The activation energy (E*)
plays a vital role in the formation of a stable nanoemulsion. So,
we calculated E* to calculate the DS, DG (Fig. 12–15) and DH
values (Table S9†). E* is calculated using the Arrhenius equa-
tion at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K and was tted as:

log
�
h
� ¼ log A� E*

2:303R

1

T
(7)
15818 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
where [h] is the intrinsic viscosity, T is the temperature (Kelvin),
R is the gas constant (8.314 J mol�1 K�1), A is the frequency
factor, and E* is the activation energy (J mol�1), log[h] versus 1/
T. Furthermore, E* data was used to calculate the DH as shown
below.

DH ¼ E* � 2.303RT (8)

DG and DS for stable nanoemulsions were calculated with
the equations given as:

DS ¼ ðE*� 2:303RT þ 2:303RT log½h�Þ
T

(9)

DS ¼
�
E*

T

�
� 2:303R½1� log½h�� (10)

DG ¼ �2.303RT log[h] (11)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 13 The DS (>) and DG (,) value of WBDQ with DTAB (a), TDTAB
(b) and HDTAB (c) at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K.

Fig. 14 The DS (>) and DG (,) value of WBDA with DTAB (a), TDTAB
(b) and HDTAB (c) at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K.
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DTAB shows a symmetric increase in DS with a decrease in
DG with respect to temperature (Fig. 16). The longer C-atom
(TDTAB) is regularly loose, as a weaker alignment keeps
developing that convolutes to align and orient towards
hydrophobic or hydrophilic monitored activities. With T/K,
the regulatory activities are disturbed due to KE with
different trends observed in Fig. 15a and b. The surfactants
increase the DS value (Table S10†) by interfering with the
IMMF mediated by non-covalent forces, HB, electrostatic
interaction and van der Waals interactions. An increasing
surfactant concentration could denature maximum BSA
structure upon increasing the DS value. With increasing
temperature, the DS value increases because the molecules
gain more energy haphazardly. The oscillation (rotational,
vibrational, and translational motions) could be induced in
molecules to increases the DS value. The WBD system shows
a lower DS value than WBDQ, WBDA or WBDN. The BSA in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
the aq-DMSO solution with amphiphilic DMSO and BSA
could form a cluster with stronger electrostatic interaction to
order with lower the DS values. With the inclusion of quer-
cetin into the WBD system, the DS value increases as it has
two aromatic rings and one heterocyclic C-ring, which
develop stronger hydrophobicity. Upon increasing the ACL of
CnTAB, the DS value increased due to stronger hydropho-
bicity with a maximum HB disruption of solute and solvent
molecules that increased the haphazardness. With apigenin
and naringenin in the WBD systems, the changes in the DS
values were very close to each other because of their similar
structures except for the absence of one double bond at the C-
ring. Naringenin showed a stronger hydrophobicity than
apigenin. CnTAB with WBDA showed a lower DS value than
WBDQ or WBDN. Apigenin showed higher r, hr, s and Walden
product values with stronger IMF and also formed a more
stable nanoemulsion. The surfactants in the WBDA system
consumed the maximum energy for the disruption of the
apigenin bond. However, the rest of the energy could be
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15819



Fig. 15 The DS (>) and DG (,) value of WBDN with DTAB (a), TDTAB
(b) and HDTAB (c) at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K.

Fig. 16 Effect of thermodynamic properties on BSA–CnTAB and BSA–
flavonoid–CnTAB in 10 % (w/w) aq-DMSO.
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involved in the bond association or dissociation processes.
Apigenin and naringenin with C-14 and C-16, respectively,
show varied DS and DG trends with T/K. This proves that
temperature substantially affects the interactions, repeating
similar paths like clock reactions. Temperature plays a vital
role vis-a-vis thermodynamic properties, which depend on
energy. As the temperature increased, the oscillations could
commence, and because of oscillations, the intermolecular
bonding of either association or dissociation processes
occurred. During the formation of a complex, more energy is
consumed in bond formation, which decreases DS. The DH
value infers that for the binding energy for the inclusion of
quercetin into WBD, DS decreased with increasing tempera-
ture. Quercetin has 5 –OH groups, two benzene rings (A and
B) and one double bond at the heterocyclic C-ring in its
molecular structure, which could develop strong interaction
with the WBD systems. So, as the temperature increased, the
DS value of the WBDQ system decreased due to stronger IHI
and IDI. So, with quercetin in the WBD system, BSA could be
unfolded with a growing binding site for interaction. aq-
15820 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
DMSO acts as a linker, causing the stronger interaction of
BSA with avonoids that decreases the DS value. DS
decreased for WBDQ with DTAB and TDTAB, while with
HDTAB, DS increased due to HDTAB having a longer ACL,
which could be disrupted the higher number of HB. For
CnTAB with WBDA, DS increased with increasing tempera-
ture. The molecular structure of apigenin is very similar to
quercetin except for the two fewer –OH groups. So, the 2 –OH
groups present at the B- and C-rings could hinder oscillation
as the temperature increased. Due to IMHB formation, the
interacting sites decreased and the hydrophobicity
increased. Hence, maximum BSA could be unfolded to
develop stronger electrostatic interactions. Similar to WBDN
with DTAB, the DS value increased with increasing temper-
ature, while the HDTAB decreased the DS value in relation to
TDTAB, naringenin itself was more hydrophobic than quer-
cetin or apigenin due to the absence of a double bond at the
C-ring. The stoichiometric properties and temperature
played a vital role in understanding the molecular interaction
mechanism. WBDA showed a more negative entropy and heat
capacity, as apigenin has a higher interaction ability that
increases the electron spin KE as well as the rotational,
vibrational and translational motions. This demonstrates
a higher heat holding capacity as compared to quercetin and
naringenin. Apigenin, naringenin and quercetin having
hydrophobic constituents could develop stronger dispersion
and Brownian motion upon decreasing the dipole interaction
of the aq-DMSO system.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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DH is the highest and DS is the lowest, hence

DH. ð � TDSÞ
DH. 0;DG ¼ DH. 0;DG. 0; DG is positive:
3.6. Gibbs free energy (DG) and enthalpy (DH)

As the ACL with the WBD system increased, the DH value
increased, disrupting the HB upon increasing the binding energy
through strong electrostatic interaction and van der Waal forces.
The DH values are such that WBDN >WBDA >WBD >WBDQ with
CnTAB. DS is higher for WBDN with CnTAB, as naringenin showed
a higher hydrophobicity than apigenin or quercetin. It could
denature the maximum BSA structure with a stronger IHbI upon
forming a stable formulation. It also increases the DH values with
stronger non-covalent bonding. The functional group, molecular
conguration, formation of a double bond and atomic size act as
a structural sensor to express avonoids under prescribed physical
conditions. Fig. 15 shows the structural effect of the
hydrophobicity or entropic distribution of avonoids at the cost of
their structural disruption, which occurs at a DG value (Table
S11†).

Lowering DG with increasing C-atoms in AC infers that
stronger HbHbI and avonoids could induce BSA unfolding
activities because lowering DG infers a higher utilization of
medium energy. This causes unfolding through BSA–Fv inter-
actions, where the DMSO with two hydrophobic CH3– groups
and >s+]o� hydrophilic ions catalyse the BSA unfolding and
HB disruption of H2O. In regards to DMSO and avonoids, the
smaller molecules penetrate a to b BSA sheets increases
unfolding from a / b convolutions, where the DMSO and the
avonoid KE destabilize.

Flavonoids with DMSO could approach a / b convolutions
that could weaken the potential energy (PE) of BSA, which
increase DS but decreaseDG (Fig. 17). BSA unfolds and a BSA–Fv
interaction induces much disturbance in the molecules.

hD and viscous ow time (VFT) both are higher and DS is
lower for apigenin; it has produced high VFT and hD both due to
stronger interaction of WBD in the development of stronger
IMF. The stronger IMF makes the resultant apigenin highly
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
condensed or structured, which was proven by the higher s as
the structured liquid takes longer to set into the original
dimension of uid dynamics. DG decreases with increasing DS
with a weaker binding force (BF). The lowest DG value induces
robust bond motion or bond moment (BM), causing
a maximum dynamism in the mixture.

h ¼ Ae�E/RT (12)

DS ¼ Ae�DG=RT ; ln DS ¼ ln A� DG

RT
(13)

NCaDS and NCa
1

DG
;NCa

DS

DG
(14)

or

NC ¼ kop

�
DS

DG

�
T ;P;C;nc

(15)
kop is an operating constant, NC is the number of carbon, T is
the temperature in Kelvin and C is the concentration, which
explain the drug-friccohesity interaction (DFI) model:

NC ¼ s

�
DS

DG

�
T ;P;C

(16)

where s is the friccohesity, which shis in the case of hydro-
phobicity or hydrophilicity; the trend is reversed due to the
ionic eld. The additive role is tted in friccohesity shi model
(FSM) as per their hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity. It acts as
an additive or destructive or constructive interference caused in
the nanoemulsion as nanodispersion due to the thermody-
namic friccohesity shi.

DG � DH ¼ �TDS or DH � DG ¼ TDS or DS ¼ DH � DG

T

(17)

If DH ¼ (�) ve is an exothermic process but DH ¼ (+) ve is an
endothermic process, DH depends on the hydration sphere of
hydrophobes and the hydrophilic nature of SLS0I and SLSLI. The
negative DG infers spontaneous interaction. According to the
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15821



Fig. 17 Unfolding of BSA with Fv in the aq-DMSO system through the conversion of potential energy (PE) to kinetic energy (KE).
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views of Ross and Subramanian,50 when DH < 0 or DH z 0 and
DS > 0, the main force is due to electrostatic interactions; when
DH < 0 and DS < 0, the main force is due to van der Waals or
hydrogen bonding; and when DH > 0 and DS > 0, the main force
is due to hydrophobic interactions, which are applicable in our
studies.
3.7. Binding modes

The binding sites are calculated for CnTAB with solvent systems
by using the van't Hoff equation:43

ln Ka ¼ �DH

RT
þ DS

R
(18)

where Ka is the binding constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin
and R is the gas constant. The four types of non-covalent
interactions existing in drug binding to proteins could occur.
These are hydrogen bonds, electrostatic forces, van der Waals
forces, and hydrophobic interaction forces.52 In order to eluci-
date the interaction between avonoids and BSA with CnTAB,
the thermodynamic parameters were calculated from van't Hoff
plots. DH was calculated from the slope of the van't Hoff rela-
tionship. DG was then estimated from eqn (16). A negative value
of DH suggests an exothermic binding reaction while a negative
DG depicts a thermodynamically favourable process. PositiveDS
and negative DH values were invoked to characterize the
hydrophobic interactions in the binding phenomenon.44,52 For
15822 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
water structure, a positive DS signies a hydrophobic interac-
tion, since the water molecules are arranged in an orderly
fashion to acquire a more random conguration as a result of
the hydrophobic interaction.52 For the BSA and surfactants in
aq-DMSO solution, both the DMSO and BSA have hydropho-
bicity that could the break the HB as more and more energy is
released from the system, so we found negative values for the
heat holding capacity (Dq) (Table 4).

TdS ¼ dq or dS ¼ dq

T
(19)

T1dS1 ¼ dq1, T2dS2 ¼ dq2 and T3dS3 ¼ dq3 (20)

dS ¼ vðq2 � q1Þ
vðT2 � T1Þ or vðT2 � T1ÞdS ¼ vðq2 � q1

	
(21)

In Table 4, apigenin shows a higher negative heat capacity as
compared to quercetin and naringenin. This due to its p-
conjugation and higher binding sites.
3.8. Refractive index (nD)

The molecular interactions developed an internal pressure (Pint)
to optimize the resultant state of the liquid mixture. Density (r)
denes the Pint of liquid mixtures. Also, cohesion and cohesion–
adhesion become prominent activities in such a liquid mixture,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 4 The Dq/J K�1 of CnTAB with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN
at T ¼ (298.15, 303.15 and 308.15) K and p ¼ 0.1 MPaa

T/K

Dq/J K�1

WBD-DTAB WBD-TDTAB WBD-HDTAB

298.15 �10835.52 �1625.84 165.77
303.15 �5482.38 �2340.65 3.58
308.15 �4179.31 1652.48 136.79

WBDQ-DTAB WBDQ-TDTAB WBDQ-HDTAB

298.15 �3997.42 �3983.25 3431.59
303.15 �4116.81 �4933.43 �185.25
308.15 �4509.74 2374.97 264.48

WBDA-DTAB WBDA-TDTAB WBDA-HDTAB

298.15 �7329.36 �3880.57 �752.23
303.15 �8522.85 �811.35 �261.83
308.15 �6035.42 �4203.63 �1489.6279

WBDN-DTAB WBDN-TDTAB WBDN-HDTAB

298.15 �6347.14 �2227.60 3617.24
303.15 �4096.95 �2960.90 �1975.32
308.15 �936.13 �3799.70 1901.75

a m (mol kg�1) is the CnTAB molality with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and
WBDN solvents separately. The combined uncertainties in molality at
a 95% condence interval Uc(m) of CnTAB ¼ �3 � 10�4m/mol kg�1.
Standard uncertainties (u) in solvent compositions (WBD) at a 95%
condence interval u(M) ¼ �0.9 � 10�4M/mol L�1; WBDQ, WBDA and
WBDN u(m) ¼ �1.0 � 10�4m/mol kg�1, respectively. Standard
uncertainties are u(T) ¼ �0.01 K, u(p) ¼ �0.01 MPa.
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which can be explained with friccohesity (s) via surface energy
or surface tension (g).Pint structurally affects the CF of the
solvent and solution. The chemical activities as a packing factor
inuence the r of themedium. A higher r of themedium creates
a larger diversion in light, which can be explained by the nD. The
r, s and nD data depict Pint, the strength of IMF, and coulombic
attraction via DDI. DMSO acts as a precursor to modulate
solvent structures so that the solvent could solubilise the
avonoids. The nD value for 0.01 to 0.10 mol kg�1 CnTAB with
solvent systems at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K are given in
Table 5 and plotted in Fig. S18–21.† Increasing the CnTAB
concentration increases nD. nD is directly associated with the
interactions existing in solutions, as supported by the earlier
study.53 The value of nD depends on the molecular polarizability
and packing factor and polarizability increases with increasing
CnTAB concentration.

The nD values infer a high-frequency limiting dielectric
constant (3N) with the following equation.51 nD can be obtained
as per Snell–Descartes law:

nD ¼ sin qi

sin qr
(22)

where sin qi and sin qr are the angles of incident and refractive
light of the medium, respectively.

3N ¼ nD
2 (23)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
The 3N values given in Table S12† are plotted in Fig. S22–25.†
The 3N values of the solvents are such that WBDA > WBDN >
WBD ¼WBDQ and are supported with hr, DS, s and the Walden
product. Apigenin shows a stronger interaction affinity with
WBD than naringenin or quercetin. The stable, permanent
dipole vectors produce an 3N value. As the temperature
increases, weakening the BF and dipole forces, the nD value
decreases. The states of the dipoles scatter and counteract the
charges to each other with the decreased 3N value. Increasing
the AC with stronger Brownian motion and the London
dispersive forces (LDF) when the CF is weakened disrupts the
permanent dipole that decreases the 3N value. The 3N value
increases with increasing CnTAB concentration, supporting the
dependence of CnTAB electronic polarizability on the solvent
environment, which is due to the displacement of electrons and
ions.51
3.9. Comparative study between light and sound velocities

The hD value of themedium is inversely proportional to the velocity
of light (C). As the hD of a medium increases, the speed of light
going through that medium decreases. The C values (Table 6) for
CnTAB with solvent systems are calculated by using eqn (24):

C ¼ 3� 108

nD
(24)

where C ¼ 3 � 108/m s�1 is the velocity of light in a vacuum and
nD is the refractive index. Table 6 shows that for increasing
CnTAB concentration, the sound velocity (u) increased but C
decreased. The ionic hydration and ion-water interaction (IWI)
act individually in a different media for u (Table S8†) and the
values of C are inversely proportional to compressibility. Such
a relationship is similar to energy conservation, where a form of
energy is consumed (a decrease in C value), and another form
(an increase in u value) occurs. Upon increasing the tempera-
ture, C increased due to an average KE, which is proportional to
temperature. Hence, the s and IMF theory may open a new
window in modern drug-binding affinity using a friccohesity
shi coefficient parameter. The compressibility brings the ion-
molecules to a closer packing state with a decrease of ions-
molecular interaction (IMI), length or intermolecular free
length. The intermolecular free length is a predominant factor
in determining the variation of ultrasonic velocity.54 Such an
increase in the Z values further elucidates the possibility of IMI
due to IDI. The nD, C and molar refraction (R), at T ¼ 298.15,
3.03.15 and 308.15 K, where nD decreases with increasing
temperature. This infers that with composition, the compressed
medium provides a constricted path for light waves, but with
thermal agitation, this pathway becomes looser.
3.10. Acoustic impedance (Z)

The higher Z value of the solution than the solvent shows the
interaction between avonoids with BSA in the presence of
CnTAB. The specied sound pressure inuence the packing
factor on account of varying compositions with increasing Z in
a compressible medium of closer packing and a parallel
decrease in the ion-molecular interaction length.55,56 Z is
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15823



Table 5 Refractive index (nD) of CnTAB with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN at T ¼ (298.15, 303.15 and 308.15) K and p ¼ 0.1 MPaa

m/mol
g�1

WBD-DTAB WBD-TDTAB WBD-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 1.3465 1.3460 1.3454 1.3465 1.3460 1.3454 1.3465 1.3460 1.3454
0.01 1.3468 1.3466 1.3457 1.3464 1.3459 1.3451 1.3466 1.3462 1.3454
0.02 1.3473 1.3472 1.3464 1.3475 1.3476 1.3464 1.3478 1.3472 1.3463
0.04 1.3481 1.3479 1.3469 1.3483 1.3481 1.3472 1.3486 1.3486 1.3475
0.06 1.3489 1.3488 1.3477 1.3493 1.3487 1.3482 1.3492 1.3496 1.3483
0.08 1.3497 1.3495 1.3486 1.3512 1.3499 1.3498 1.3504 1.3513 1.3492
0.10 1.3506 1.3501 1.3493 1.3515 1.3510 1.3501 1.3514 1.3509 1.3504

m/mol
g�1

WBDQ-DTAB WBDQ-TDTAB WBDQ-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 1.3465 1.3457 1.3451 1.3465 1.3457 1.3451 1.3465 1.3457 1.3451
0.01 1.3468 1.3462 1.3452 1.3472 1.3465 1.3459 1.3466 1.3461 1.3455
0.02 1.3474 1.3470 1.3464 1.3477 1.3471 1.3465 1.3474 1.3471 1.3460
0.04 1.3483 1.3481 1.3472 1.3487 1.3486 1.3474 1.3484 1.3481 1.3471
0.06 1.3491 1.3484 1.3477 1.3501 1.3493 1.3482 1.3494 1.3497 1.3482
0.08 1.3499 1.3496 1.3488 1.3505 1.3504 1.3494 1.3504 1.3500 1.3492
0.10 1.3508 1.3504 1.3499 1.3518 1.3509 1.3500 1.3515 1.3512 1.3491

m/mol
g�1

WBDA-DTAB WBDA-TDTAB WBDA-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 1.3469 1.3457 1.3450 1.3469 1.3457 1.3450 1.3469 1.3457 1.3450
0.01 1.3468 1.3461 1.3455 1.3465 1.3460 1.3452 1.3468 1.3461 1.3458
0.02 1.3474 1.3470 1.3464 1.3471 1.3465 1.3460 1.3474 1.3470 1.3463
0.04 1.3483 1.3476 1.3467 1.3483 1.3477 1.3471 1.3485 1.3477 1.3473
0.06 1.3491 1.3487 1.3481 1.3493 1.3486 1.3484 1.3495 1.3487 1.3484
0.08 1.3499 1.3499 1.3490 1.3500 1.3498 1.3484 1.3504 1.3498 1.3494
0.10 1.3505 1.3499 1.3491 1.3515 1.3509 1.3498 1.3513 1.3509 1.3502

m/mol
g�1

WBDN-DTAB WBDN-TDTAB WBDN-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 1.3464 1.3455 1.3451 1.3464 1.3455 1.3451 1.3464 1.3455 1.3451
0.01 1.3469 1.3459 1.3455 1.3469 1.3461 1.3453 1.3471 1.3460 1.3456
0.02 1.3474 1.3471 1.3462 1.3477 1.3470 1.3461 1.3481 1.3470 1.3465
0.04 1.3483 1.3477 1.3472 1.3484 1.3478 1.3470 1.3490 1.3489 1.3479
0.06 1.3492 1.3487 1.3479 1.3492 1.3490 1.3478 1.3495 1.3489 1.3483
0.08 1.3498 1.3494 1.3489 1.3502 1.3500 1.3489 1.3505 1.3500 1.3497
0.10 1.3505 1.3499 1.3494 1.3512 1.3508 1.3500 1.3517 1.3508 1.3504

a m (mol kg�1) is the CnTAB molality with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN solvents separately. The combined uncertainties in molality at a 95%
condence interval Uc(m) of CnTAB¼�3� 10�4m/mol kg�1. Standard uncertainties (u) in solvent compositions (WBD) at a 95% condence interval
u(M) ¼ �0.9 � 10�4M/mol L�1; WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN u(m) ¼ �1.0 � 10�4m/mol kg�1, respectively. Standard uncertainties are u(T) ¼ �0.01 K,
u(p) ¼ �0.01 MPa, and combined expanded uncertainties Uc (95% condence interval) is Uc(nD) ¼ �0.0010.
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a measure of the resistance offered by molecular domains
towards an efficient structural expression with concentration-
dependent thermodynamic variation. For DTAB in the WBD
system, the Z value increased and also increased with increasing
CnTAB concentration, but the rate of Z value decreased (Table
7). The sound pressure is generated by vibration due to SLSOI;
the Z value is calculated by using eqn (25).

Z ¼ ru. (25)
15824 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
The Z value infers an increase in sound pressure at a xed
composition and temperature. Upon increasing the AC, the Z
value decreases, while with increasing temperature, the Z value
increases. The Z data is directly proportional to the sound
velocity (u). At higher temperatures, the molecules oscillate and
the sound can travel quickly with increasing Z value. The Z value
of solvent systems are such that WBDA > WBD > WBDQ >
WBDN. The Z values are supported by r, s and hD data. The
higher Z value of apigenin with WBD, as compared to quercetin
and naringenin due to the p-conjugation and 1 –OH group at
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 6 The 108 C/m s�1 of CnTAB with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN at T ¼ (298.15, 303.15 and 308.15) K and p ¼ 0.1 MPaa

m/mol
kg�1

WBD-DTAB WBD-TDTAB WBD-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.01 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.02 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.04 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.22 2.22 2.23
0.06 2.22 2.22 2.23 2.22 2.22 2.23 2.22 2.22 2.23
0.08 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22
0.10 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22

m/mol
g�1

WBDQ-DTAB WBDQ-TDTAB WBDQ-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.01 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.02 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.04 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.22 2.22 2.23 2.22 2.23 2.23
0.06 2.22 2.22 2.23 2.22 2.22 2.23 2.22 2.22 2.23
0.08 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22
0.10 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22

m/mol
g�1

WBDA-DTAB WBDA-TDTAB WBDA-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.01 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.02 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.04 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.22 2.23 2.23
0.06 2.22 2.22 2.23 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22
0.08 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22
0.10 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22

m/mol
g�1

WBDN-DTAB WBDN-TDTAB WBDN-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.01 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.02 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.23
0.04 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.22 2.23 2.23 2.22 2.22 2.23
0.06 2.22 2.22 2.23 2.22 2.22 2.23 2.22 2.22 2.23
0.08 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22
0.10 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22

a m (mol kg�1) is the CnTAB molality with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN solvents separately. The combined uncertainties in molality at a 95%
condence interval Uc(m) of CnTAB¼�3� 10�4m/mol kg�1. Standard uncertainties (u) in solvent compositions (WBD) at a 95% condence interval
u(M) ¼ �0.9 � 10�4M/mol L�1; WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN u(m) ¼�1.0 � 10�4m/mol kg�1, respectively. Standard uncertainties are u(T) ¼ �0.01 K,
u(p) ¼ �0.01 MPa, and expanded uncertainties Uc (95% condence interval) is Uc (C) ¼ �0.02 m s�1.
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the B-ring, could not form IMHB with the increasing number of
interaction sites. Quercetin has 2 –OH groups at the B-ring that
form IMHB and reduce the interacting sites, developing weak
electrostatic, ion-dipole and IMI. However, in naringenin an in
the absence of p-conjugation in its molecular structure, the
electron density as well as the Z value decreases. The solvent
system with CnTAB are such that WBD > WBDN > WBDQ >
WBDA with DTAB,WBD >WBDQ >WBDA >WBDNwith TDTAB,
andWBD >WBDQ >WBDN >WBDA with HDTAB at T¼ 298.15,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
303.15 and 308.15 K, respectively. WBD with DTAB, TDTAB and
HDTAB, shows a higher Z value. BSA, due to unfolding, exhibits
increased surface area, interacting sites and Z value. DTAB has
a shorter ACL than TDTAB or HDTAB, and naringenin has
higher hydrophobicity than apigenin or quercetin due to the
stronger IHbI with increasing Z value. While with naringenin
TDTAB and HDTAB, the Z value decreased due to stronger LDF.
For TDTAB and HDTAB with quercetin and apigenin, quercetin
due to stronger electrostatic interaction, the Z value increases.
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15825



Table 7 TheZ of CnTAB with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN at T ¼ (298.15, 303.15 and 308.15) K and p ¼ 0.1 MPaa

m/mol
kg�1

WBD-DTAB WBD-TDTAB WBD-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 1557.10 1560.69 1564.41 1557.10 1560.69 1564.41 1557.10 1560.69 1564.41
0.01 1561.77 1567.94 1569.82 1559.94 1565.75 1568.41 1558.79 1564.21 1567.03
0.02 1565.44 1569.48 1571.26 1562.56 1567.25 1568.54 1560.47 1565.18 1566.84
0.04 1565.91 1570.07 1572.46 1562.64 1567.02 1569.22 1561.69 1565.41 1567.43
0.06 1566.14 1569.86 1571.93 1562.94 1566.68 1568.51 1561.81 1565.16 1567.28
0.08 1566.28 1570.04 1572.16 1563.10 1566.73 1568.32 1561.78 1564.83 1566.94
0.10 1566.41 1570.10 1571.97 1563.05 1566.64 1568.26 1561.90 1564.65 1566.80

m/mol
g�1

WBDQ-DTAB WBDQ-TDTAB WBDQ-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 1556.84 1560.85 1563.75 1556.84 1560.85 1563.75 1556.84 1560.85 1563.75
0.01 1560.10 1564.69 1567.38 1557.60 1561.65 1566.17 1557.88 1560.16 1564.31
0.02 1562.14 1567.23 1569.73 1561.96 1566.28 1568.71 1563.18 1566.68 1569.09
0.04 1564.65 1568.96 1570.80 1562.50 1566.74 1568.23 1561.89 1566.18 1568.32
0.06 1565.03 1569.19 1570.94 1563.04 1567.20 1568.82 1563.94 1567.99 1569.90
0.08 1565.47 1569.42 1571.54 1563.21 1567.16 1568.93 1564.03 1567.80 1569.21
0.10 1564.95 1568.82 1571.04 1562.49 1566.43 1568.37 1563.87 1567.75 1569.22

m/mol
g�1

WBDA-DTAB WBDA-TDTAB WBDA-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 1559.27 1564.25 1567.32 1559.27 1564.25 1567.32 1559.27 1564.25 1567.32
0.01 1558.29 1564.93 1562.54 1555.70 1560.20 1553.36 1553.58 1559.41 1551.11
0.02 1558.87 1566.00 1563.52 1558.72 1564.15 1559.81 1557.58 1563.56 1558.03
0.04 1564.73 1569.53 1568.91 1559.21 1564.87 1564.32 1559.45 1564.55 1561.63
0.06 1563.74 1568.84 1570.24 1559.94 1565.35 1566.43 1560.90 1564.63 1564.10
0.08 1563.15 1569.25 1571.58 1561.11 1566.00 1568.25 1562.44 1564.70 1565.07
0.10 1564.98 1569.10 1571.48 1561.33 1566.48 1568.33 1565.57 1564.70 1565.34

m/mol
g�1

WBDN-DTAB WBDN-TDTAB WBDN-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 1547.19 1552.24 1555.37 1547.19 1552.24 1555.37 1547.19 1552.24 1555.37
0.01 1560.57 1564.22 1563.06 1553.65 1555.95 1557.09 1555.27 1553.22 1557.63
0.02 1565.59 1569.35 1569.33 1558.62 1562.87 1563.64 1558.17 1561.78 1562.91
0.04 1566.42 1570.51 1572.15 1560.66 1564.86 1567.14 1558.57 1562.59 1563.52
0.06 1566.62 1570.71 1573.27 1563.35 1565.05 1569.48 1560.60 1564.13 1566.35
0.08 1567.25 1571.07 1573.90 1562.26 1565.77 1568.21 1561.23 1564.23 1567.15
0.10 1567.49 1570.99 1573.89 1562.63 1565.72 1568.73 1561.81 1564.38 1566.91

a m (mol kg�1) is the CnTAB molality with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN solvents separately. The combined uncertainties in molality at a 95%
condence interval Uc(m) of CnTAB¼�3� 10�4m/mol kg�1. Standard uncertainties (u) in solvent compositions (WBD) at a 95% condence interval
u(M) ¼ �0.9 � 10�4M/mol L�1; WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN u(m) ¼ �1.0 � 10�4m/mol kg�1, respectively. Standard uncertainties are u(T) ¼ �0.01 K,
u(p) ¼ �0.01 MPa, and expanded uncertainties Uc (95% condence interval) is Uc (Z) ¼ �0.02 g cm�2 s�1.
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To understanding total polarizability, the molar refraction (R)
was calculated with the Lorentz–Lorenz equation57 shown
below.

R ¼
�
nD

2 � 1

nD2 þ 2

�
Vm (26)

where Vm is the molar volume and nD is the refractive index. The
calculated R-values (Table 8) predicted that the concentration-
dependent molar refraction is a physical state of solutions
15826 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
and is slightly affected by temperature.54 Upon increasing the
ACL, the R value (Fig. S26–29†) increased due to the stronger
IMMI and FFs, which could cause the higher compactness of
Pint and IMI in solution.
3.11. Molar conductance (Lm)

Conductivity analysis is related to the number of ions, ionic
association and the relative solvation ability of solvents for ions.
The molar conductivities of CnTAB with solvents were
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 8 The R/cm�3 mol�1 of CnTAB with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN at T ¼ (298.15, 303.15 and 308.15) K and p ¼ 0.1 MPaa

m/mol
kg�1

WBD-DTAB WBD-TDTAB WBD-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 21.13 21.14 21.15 21.13 21.14 21.15 21.13 21.14 21.15
0.01 21.14 21.15 21.15 21.14 21.13 21.13 21.16 21.16 21.16
0.02 21.15 21.18 21.19 21.17 21.20 21.20 21.19 21.19 21.20
0.04 21.19 21.21 21.20 21.21 21.23 21.23 21.23 21.26 21.25
0.06 21.23 21.26 21.25 21.25 21.26 21.28 21.25 21.32 21.29
0.08 21.27 21.29 21.29 21.35 21.32 21.37 21.32 21.41 21.34
0.10 21.32 21.33 21.33 21.37 21.38 21.38 21.37 21.39 21.40

m/mol
g�1

WBDQ-DTAB WBDQ-TDTAB WBDQ-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 21.13 21.13 21.14 21.13 21.13 21.14 21.13 21.13 21.14
0.01 21.14 21.14 21.13 21.17 21.17 21.17 21.14 21.15 21.15
0.02 21.17 21.18 21.20 21.19 21.19 21.21 21.17 21.20 21.18
0.04 21.20 21.23 21.24 21.23 21.26 21.25 21.21 21.24 21.24
0.06 21.24 21.24 21.25 21.30 21.29 21.29 21.27 21.32 21.29
0.08 21.28 21.30 21.30 21.32 21.35 21.34 21.32 21.33 21.33
0.10 21.33 21.35 21.36 21.39 21.38 21.37 21.38 21.39 21.32

m/mol
g�1

WBDA-DTAB WBDA-TDTAB WBDA-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 21.15 21.12 21.12 21.15 21.12 21.12 21.15 21.12 21.12
0.01 21.15 21.12 21.23 21.14 21.13 21.25 21.17 21.15 21.31
0.02 21.18 21.17 21.25 21.18 21.16 21.26 21.20 21.19 21.31
0.04 21.22 21.20 21.24 21.23 21.22 21.27 21.25 21.23 21.32
0.06 21.26 21.26 21.28 21.28 21.26 21.31 21.30 21.28 21.34
0.08 21.29 21.32 21.32 21.31 21.32 21.29 21.34 21.33 21.37
0.10 21.32 21.32 21.32 21.38 21.38 21.37 21.38 21.39 21.40

m/mol
g�1

WBDN-DTAB WBDN-TDTAB WBDN-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 21.17 21.15 21.18 21.17 21.15 21.18 21.17 21.15 21.18
0.01 21.14 21.13 21.20 21.17 21.16 21.20 21.19 21.27 21.24
0.02 21.16 21.18 21.21 21.20 21.20 21.21 21.23 21.23 21.26
0.04 21.20 21.20 21.23 21.22 21.23 21.23 21.26 21.32 21.29
0.06 21.24 21.25 21.25 21.25 21.28 21.26 21.28 21.30 21.30
0.08 21.27 21.28 21.29 21.31 21.33 21.31 21.33 21.34 21.36
0.10 21.31 21.31 21.31 21.36 21.38 21.37 21.39 21.38 21.39

a m (mol kg�1) is the CnTAB molality with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN solvents separately. The combined uncertainties in molality at a 95%
condence interval Uc(m) of CnTAB¼�3� 10�4m/mol kg�1. Standard uncertainties (u) in solvent compositions (WBD) to a 95% condence interval
u(M) ¼ �0.9 � 10�4M/mol L�1; WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN u(m) ¼ �1.0 � 10�4m/mol kg�1, respectively. Standard uncertainties are u(T) ¼ �0.01 K,
u(p) ¼ �0.01 MPa, and expanded uncertainties Uc (95% condence interval) is Uc(R) ¼ �0.02 cm3 mol�1.
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calculated using eqn (27) and, the values are given in Table
S13.† For the calculation of Lm, the r values for the molality (m)
into molarity (M) were used in eqn (27):

Lm ¼ k� k0

c
(27)

where k (S cm�1) and k0 (S cm
�1) are the specic conductance of

the solution and solvent, respectively. Fig. 18–21 show
a decrease in Lm with increasing CnTAB concentration.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
This could be due to (i) the increased viscosity (h) of the
solution, retarding –N+(CH3)3 and Br� ions (the head ions of
CnTAB) mobility or (ii) the increased hydrodynamic radii (Rh) of
ions due to enhanced electrostatic attraction among CnTAB and
–COO�, NH2

�, �OH�, –NH3
+, H+ and >S+–O� of solvent mole-

cules. This causes the pre-solvation of ions by –COO�, �OH�,
–NH3

+, H+ and >S+–O� retarding the –N+ (CH3)3 and Br� ion
mobility. Increasing temperature weakens the electrostatic
forces, resulting higher ion mobility. The Lm of CnTAB with
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15827



Fig. 18 The Lm value of DTAB (a), TDTAB (b) and HDTAB (c) with WBD
at T ¼ 298.15 (>), 303.15 (,) and 308.15 K (D), respectively. Fig. 19 The Lm value of DTAB (a), TDTAB (b) and HDTAB (c) with

WBDQ at T ¼ 298.15 (>), 303.15 (,) and 308.15 K (D), respectively.
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a solvent are such that WBDN > WBDA > WBD > WBDQ. So, the
longer the AC is, the greater the hindrance that decreases the
ionic mobility.

Fig. 18–21 show the micellisation and aggregation processes
(Fig. 22), where the localized maximum H2O disrupted through
the hydrophobic part of the counterpart of CnTAB via structural
breakage. In the central site of the micelle, the formation
process (Fig. 23) occurs with a stronger HbHbI, so for micelli-
zation, the two processes of structural breakage and formation
occur. However, in the aggregation process, such processes
could not occur in aggregation, as the molecules interact via
electrostatic and intermolecular interaction. Lm increases with
the formation of aggregation (Fig. 18), while for micellization
(Fig. 18–21) Lm decreases. Thus, during micelle formation, the
hydrophobic part of the head region could act as a disruption of
CFs of H2O (HB), the hydrophobic part of CnTAB could form
15828 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
HbHbI, which is present at the core site of micelles.58 Hence,
structural breakage and formation are possible but with
aggregation, no symmetric orientations occur. The surfactant
into the binary or ternary system with interaction ability of the
counterpart of the surfactant with the solvent system could be
higher. This could allow the repulsion of water molecules from
other molecules; these water molecules induce CFs with high
Lm value. The Lm values of CnTAB with their counterions and
charged micelles with increasing Lm values of the ionic
surfactant depend on ionic charge and mobility. With an
increasing concentration and ACL, the Lm values decrease. The
CnTAB with the shortest AC (DTAB) as compared to TDTAB and
HDTAB shows a higher Lm value with solvent systems at all
CnTAB concentrations (Table S13†). With increasing tempera-
ture, the energy gained could induce oscillations in the ions; the
mobility of ions also increased with increasing Lm values. The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 20 The Lm value of DTAB (a), TDTAB (b) and HDTAB (c) with
WBDA at T ¼ 298.15 (>), 303.15 (,) and 308.15 K (D), respectively.

Fig. 21 The Lm value of DTAB (a), TDTAB (b) and HDTAB (c) with
WBDN at T ¼ 298.15 (>), 303.15 (,) and 308.15 K (D), respectively.
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Lm value decreases with increasing ACL at constant tempera-
ture. This was anticipated since longer ACL could reduce
mobility because of increased the van der Waals interactions
with stronger LDF. The limiting molar conductivity (L0) was
calculated using the Lm values in eqn (28) given below:

Lm ¼ L0 + Am + Bm2 (28)

where L0 (S cm�1 mol�1) is the limiting molar conductivity of
CnTAB with solvents systems depicting the nature of SLS0I, while
A (S cm2 mol�2) and B (S cm5 mol�3) are the empirical param-
eters and interpreted solute–solute (interionic) interactions
(SLSLI). The variations in L0 values are such that WBDA >WBDN
> WBD > WBDQ with DTAB, while WBDN > WBDA > WBD >
WBDQ with TDTAB, and WBDQ > WBDA > WBDN > WBD with
HDTAB (Table S14†). The CnTAB with the solvent systems shows
a reverse trend for h (Table S6†) and Walden rule.59 CnTAB with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
WBDN and WBDA show the highest L0 values due to stronger
IHI dominance over IHbI, while this was weakest for CnTAB with
WBDQ and WBD due to IHbI dominance over IHI with the
decreased L0 value. An inclusion of avonoids and CnTAB into
WBD induces the IHbI. The DTAB with the highest charge
density and the shortest ACL induces the highest charge
density, whereas HDTAB with a longer ACL developed the
weakest charge density with a decreased L0 value.

3.12. Potentiometric study

The electrostatic potential values were produced to deter-
mine the ionic species that are useful in academic and
industrial elds. The voltammetric systems with electrodes
and complete voltammetric cells were referred to analyse
various analytes. Potentiostat, pH and k parameters directly
depend on the population and nature of ions. The potential
values (Table 9) for 0.01 to 0.10 mol kg�1 CnTAB with solvent
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15829



Fig. 22 Aggregation andmicellization processes of CnTABwithWBD–
Fv systems.

Fig. 23 Micellisation form of flavonoids in the aq-DMSO system.
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systems at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K infer avonoids
with WBD to increases potential values. The avonoids act as
a reducing agent by increasing the population of H+ ions with
increasing potential value. Apigenin showed the highest
potential range (17.7 mV) and also stronger reducing activi-
ties, which induced maximum H+ ions. The potentials of the
solvents systems are such that WBDA > WBDN > WBDQ >
WBD. Apigenin showed a higher potential as compared to
naringenin and quercetin; the r, hr, s, z, hD, and Walden
product supports the potential values. Naringenin has 3 –OH
groups as well as no adjacent –OH groups and the absence of
p-conjugation at the C-ring that decreased the potential
values. Naringenin could act as a weaker reducing agent, as it
produces fewer H+ ions with a decrease in potential value. For
avonoids with WBD, the potential values increase, (a) which
suggests that avonoids have hydrophobic rings that weaken
the CFs with stronger IMF, electrostatic interaction and DDI
15830 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
with a decrease in g and an increase in h. The decreasing g

increases surface area and ionic charges at the surfaces. The
avonoids act as cosurfactants. For avonoids in the WBD
solution, the BSA structure could be denatured to
a maximum, changing the conformatory structure and
forming the a-helices, random coils, b-turns, intra-
aggregates and b-sheets. The interaction affinity of BSA
increased as the number of interacting sites increased due to
the unfolding of BSA structure. The hydrophobic part of the
avonoids could form clusters, which increase the dispersion
of avonoids and enhanced the number of ionic species. So
for a avonoid in BSA, the potential value increased. Upon
increasing the CnTAB concentration, the potentiostat value
increased as the population of counterions increased.
Contrary to increasing AC, the potential decreased as the AC
could show a strong interacting affinity towards BSA in aq-
DMSO solution. With increasing CnTAB concentration, the
potential value increased. This was due to (a) stronger IHI
dominance over IHbI with increasing potential value while
(b) increasing the CnTAB concentration with increased
potential value as the hydrophobicity of CnTAB strengthens
the HbHbI. The potential value determines the role of ions in
interaction for thermodynamic and kinetically stable
nanoemulsions.

The avonoid with WBD system contains –OH groups,
which release H+ ions that decrease pH. Upon increasing the
temperature, the orientation could be disturbed with
a decrease in potential value. Quercetin within the WBD
system shows the negative PE due to H3O

+, and the resultant
negative ion population could be high, so we obtained
a negative potential value for the WBDQ system.
3.13. pH study

The interactions depend on pH, temperature, and other physi-
ological conditions for in vivo or in vitro study. The molecular
interaction depends on temperature, pH, solvents, cofactors,
etc. The pH values (Table 10) of CnTAB with solvent systems at T
¼ 298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K, respectively, are such that WBD
> WBDQ > WBDN > WBDA. The order of pH value is supported
by potential data; apigenin shows the lowest pH and highest
potential value because it acts as a stronger reducing agent as
the population of H+ ions increases. The potential value
increases and the pH value decreases due to stronger electro-
static interactions and the decreased pH values of WBDQ,
WBDA and WBDN systems as compared to the WBD system.
WBD shows higher pH values due to (CH3)2 hydrophobic groups
in DMSO that unfold the BSA structure. Unfolded BSA contains
a-sheet; b-turn, random coil, intra-aggregates and b-sheets with
increased H+ ion population and increase the pH value. For
0.01–0.10 mol kg�1 CnTAB with solvent systems, the pH is such
that WBD > WBDA > WBDN > WBDQ with DTAB, WBD > WBDA
> WBDQ > WBDN with TDTAB, and WBD > WBDA > WBDN >
WBDQ with HDTAB. WBD shows higher pH values with CnTAB,
while the pH value with WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN decreased.
The avonoids act as reducing agents, which increase the
amount of H+ ions with decreasing pH value.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 9 Electrostatic potential of CnTAB with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN at T ¼ (298.15, 303.15 and 308.15) K and p ¼ 0.1 MPaa

m/mol
g�1

WBD-DTAB WBD-TDTAB WBD-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 �11.6 �9.43 �8.07 �8.07 �9.43 �11.6 �8.07 �9.43 �11.6
0.01 64.6 65.50 66.90 96.50 101.57 103.3 55.17 56.17 58.0
0.02 81.9 81.10 78.80 126.43 129.20 131.2 98.23 101.47 102.5
0.04 93.8 93.37 88.63 155.17 157.37 158.6 49.20 48.63 48.2
0.06 97.0 96.20 94.33 168.77 171.60 172.1 96.53 98.53 99.4
0.08 105.1 105.30 103.67 186.43 186.93 187.1 113.33 112.67 112.1
0.10 104.6 103.60 102.17 182.47 183.67 183.9 109.47 109.00 108.7

m/mol
g�1

WBDQ-DTAB WBDQ-TDTAB WBDQ-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 �9.67 �9.03 �5.53 �9.67 �9.03 �5.53 �9.67 �9.03 �5.53
0.01 105.07 105.90 106.10 116.37 119.33 120.17 189.90 190.20 190.47
0.02 115.37 114.40 114.10 126.53 129.43 131.07 141.53 140.80 141.20
0.04 107.77 108.03 108.90 150.06 152.37 153.53 133.70 133.63 133.83
0.06 110.43 109.63 108.37 161.06 162.10 162.40 131.20 130.77 131.03
0.08 119.30 119.73 120.07 180.36 181.27 181.40 134.50 134.87 135.03
0.10 112.57 112.43 112.73 178.83 178.50 178.33 135.20 135.60 135.73

m/mol
g�1

WBDA-DTAB WBDA-TDTAB WBDA-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 17.7 19.63 22.60 17.7 19.63 22.60 17.7 19.63 22.60
0.01 96.0 98.93 103.03 110.57 112.93 113.5 100.53 101.63 102.1
0.02 107.0 106.13 104.67 124.43 126.20 126.8 107.10 106.70 106.5
0.04 113.6 113.00 111.33 153.53 156.00 157.1 108.50 109.00 109.7
0.06 113.9 113.50 113.07 167.63 170.20 171.0 112.37 114.07 114.8
0.08 119.5 122.57 126.63 175.60 177.10 177.6 118.57 119.07 119.3
0.10 111.6 112.27 113.40 184.50 185.03 185.3 123.70 124.53 124.7

m/mol
g�1

WBDN-DTAB WBDN-TDTAB WBDN-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 1.20 1.33 1.7 1.20 1.33 1.7 1.20 1.33 1.7
0.01 104.4 105.93 111.50 136.13 137.13 137.5 105.13 106.80 107.1
0.02 122.2 121.00 118.20 141.73 145.37 146.5 113.80 114.43 114.6
0.04 120.8 119.67 117.63 158.03 164.40 166.5 112.70 112.97 113.1
0.06 132.1 131.07 127.07 177.63 178.00 178.2 128.63 129.17 129.6
0.08 138.4 137.80 137.30 189.30 190.77 191.7 126.70 127.00 126.8
0.10 137.1 135.80 134.53 197.57 196.50 195.9 134.20 134.33 134.6

a m (mol kg�1) is the CnTABmolality withWBD, WBDQ, WBDA andWBDN solvents separately. The combined uncertainties in the molality at a 95%
condence interval Uc(m) of CnTAB¼�3� 10�4m/mol kg�1. Standard uncertainties (u) in solvent compositions (WBD) at a 95% condence interval
u(M) ¼ �0.9 � 10�4M/mol L�1; WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN u(m) ¼ �1.0 � 10�4m/mol kg�1, respectively. Standard uncertainties are u(T) ¼ �0.01 K,
u(p) ¼ �0.01 MPa.
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3.14. Drug friccohesity interaction (DFI) model

Drug friccohesity interactions determine a correlation in
between the cohesive forces (CF) and frictional forces (FF) of
CnTAB with avonoid–BSA in 10% (w/w) aq-DMSO solution.40

The molecular interacting mechanism of avonoids with BSA
and CnTAB reects a comparative study of the h and g of CnTAB
with solvent systems (Fig. 24). Upon increasing the concentra-
tion and ACL of CnTAB due to the disruption of molecular
bonding, the CFs weaken with a lower g value. Upon increasing
the concentration from 0.01 to 0.10 mol kg�1 in CnTAB with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
solvent systems, the g value decreased and the h value increased
as the CFs weakened with stronger molecular forces (Fig. 24).
The DFI mechanism60 could determine the % of avonoid
molecules that interact with BSA in the presence of CnTAB.

Upon increasing the ACL, the g value decreased with
increasing FFs. Fig. 24 infers the rationalized decrease in the
CFs of the medium and the distribution of particles with higher
shear stress due to WBD–Fv with CnTAB interaction. An incre-
ment in C-12 to 16 atoms increased the h value, which saturates
at C-16 with a continuous decrease in the g value. For avonoids
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15831



Table 10 The pH of CnTAB with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN at T ¼ (298.15, 303.15 and 308.15) K and p ¼ 0.1 MPaa

m/mol
g�1

WBD-DTAB WBD-TDTAB WBD-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 10.03 9.36 9.38 10.03 9.36 9.38 10.03 9.36 9.38
0.01 8.57 8.60 8.62 7.86 7.87 7.88 8.66 8.64 8.63
0.02 8.25 8.27 8.30 7.42 7.45 7.48 7.89 7.91 7.93
0.04 8.06 8.08 8.10 6.96 6.99 7.03 8.80 8.76 8.67
0.06 7.99 8.02 8.04 6.73 6.77 6.81 7.95 7.97 7.99
0.08 7.88 7.92 7.96 6.48 6.53 6.59 7.75 7.79 7.82
0.10 7.86 7.89 7.92 6.54 6.59 6.64 7.80 7.83 7.81

m/mol
g�1

WBDQ-DTAB WBDQ-TDTAB WBDQ-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 9.73 9.72 9.72 9.73 9.73 9.72 9.73 9.73 9.72
0.01 7.87 7.91 7.94 7.60 7.62 7.65 6.43 6.49 6.54
0.02 7.68 7.72 7.75 7.41 7.44 7.47 7.27 7.32 7.36
0.04 7.82 7.85 7.89 7.04 7.08 7.11 7.39 7.43 7.46
0.06 7.77 7.80 7.82 6.90 6.94 6.99 7.42 7.46 7.49
0.08 7.63 7.68 7.71 6.58 6.64 6.69 7.36 7.39 7.43
0.10 7.73 7.50 7.54 6.62 6.67 6.72 7.35 7.39 7.42

m/mol
g�1

WBDA-DTAB WBDA-TDTAB WBDA-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 9.44 9.46 9.48 9.44 9.46 9.48 9.44 9.46 9.48
0.01 8.05 8.11 8.15 7.71 7.73 7.76 7.91 7.94 7.96
0.02 7.83 7.85 7.87 7.49 7.51 7.54 7.84 7.87 7.90
0.04 7.71 7.74 7.76 6.97 7.01 7.05 7.78 7.80 7.82
0.06 7.73 7.77 7.80 6.74 6.79 6.84 7.69 7.72 7.75
0.08 7.64 7.69 7.73 6.64 6.69 6.74 7.62 7.66 7.69
0.10 7.76 7.80 7.83 6.51 6.56 6.61 7.53 7.57 7.60

m/mol
g�1

WBDN-DTAB WBDN-TDTAB WBDN-HDTAB

298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K 298.15 K 303.15 K 308.15 K

0.00 9.60 9.59 9.58 9.60 9.59 9.58 9.60 9.59 9.58
0.01 7.89 7.93 7.95 7.32 7.38 7.43 7.83 7.85 7.88
0.02 7.56 7.58 7.61 7.15 7.19 7.22 7.70 7.74 7.77
0.04 7.61 7.62 7.64 6.81 6.83 6.86 7.73 7.77 7.79
0.06 7.40 7.43 7.47 6.63 6.67 6.61 7.45 7.49 7.52
0.08 7.30 7.34 7.38 6.41 6.46 6.51 7.50 7.53 7.57
0.10 7.33 7.67 7.40 6.33 6.38 6.43 7.37 7.41 7.44

a m (mol kg�1) is the CnTAB molality with WBD, WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN solvents separately. The combined uncertainties in molality at a 95%
condence interval Uc(m) of CnTAB¼�3� 10�4m/mol kg�1. Standard uncertainties (u) in solvent compositions (WBD) at a 95% condence interval
u(M) ¼ �0.9 � 10�4M/mol L�1; WBDQ, WBDA and WBDN u(m) ¼ �1.0 � 10�4m/mol kg�1, respectively. Standard uncertainties are u(T) ¼ �0.01 K,
u(p) ¼ �0.01 MPa.
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in the WBD system, the g value decreased, and a comparative
study of h and g of CnTAB with solvent systems explained the
DFI mechanism. The interactive nature of avonoids with BSA
increases with increasing ACL and concentration of CnTAB in
10% (w/w) aq-DMSO at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15 and 308.15 K. Since
the avonoids strongly interact with BSA in the presence of
CnTAB, the dispersion or interacting affinity of avonoids
towards BSA increased due to stronger HB and stronger elec-
trostatic interaction. The DFI study inferred that CnTAB to
develop a stronger interaction affinity with avonoids that
15832 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835
could enhance the interaction activities of avonoids. h and g

are not able to track the electronic conguration driven
molecular activities due to the functional double bond, atomic
size and p-bond to optimize spatial molecular geometry. This
generates specic structural sensing vis-à-vis solvent surfac-
tants. The value of h show a linear trend, whereas g tracks the
surrounding surcial energy spontaneously. There is a need to
track the kinetic weakening of CF leading to SLS0I. The s

parameter simultaneously follows both changes; hence, it is the
best alternative or structural sensor to infer solvent structure
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 24 Effect of increasing concentration and ACL of CnTAB on the h and g values of flavonoid–BSA through DFI study.

Table 11 Provenance and purity of the chemicals studied in this worka

Chemicals Purity Mw Source CAS no.

DTAB �99% 308.34 Sigma-Aldrich 1119-94-4
TDTAB 98% 336.40 Alfa-Aesar 1119-97-7
HDTAB 98% 364.46 Alfa-Aesar 57-09-0
Apigenin 97% 270.24 Alfa-Aesar 520-36-5
Naringenin >95% 272.26 SRL 480-41-1
Quercetin dihydrate >99% 338.27 SRL 6151-25-3
DMSO 99% 78.13 SRL 67-68-5
BSA 98% 66.740 SRL 9048-46-8

a Dodecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (DTAB), tetradecyltrimethyl
ammonium bromide (TDTAB), hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium
bromide (HDTAB), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), Bovine Serum
Albumin (BSA).
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disruption. s data have higher resolution and reproducibility
and illustrate the interfaces of CF and FF, where these forces are
the core theories for h and g measurements, respectively.

The studies focus on the development of the mono-
dispersion of various components in aqueous DMSO, and the
hydrogen bonding of water; DMSO in aq-DMSO vis-à-vis
acquaints with the structures of the avonoid, BSA and
surfactants to homogenize them together. Therefore, the PCPs
which deal with the cohesive forces of individual components to
monodisperse in aq-DMSO are illustrated. For example, surface
tension depicted the coagulation or clustering of similar
molecules, and the viscosity data reect the monodispersion of
avonoid, BSA, and surfactants. Therefore, their effective
molecular interactions engineer their mutual solubilization and
monodispersion by weakening g and increasing the h values
upon the loading of aq-DMSO with ingredients. Also, the
magnitudes and mutual trends of the g and h data both dene
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
a state of inducing the compactness of medium. This is re-
ected by the refractive index and relaxation time. The molec-
ular interactions depicted the dispersion noted in terms of h,
which is also mutually reected by the conductance monitored
by pH upon forming the H3O-based Lewis acid and base
conjugate model as shown:

Thus, the parameters which structurally dene the overall
structural changes, like orientations, reorientations, molecular
motions, transport and compactness of the medium, have been
measured and interpreted to optimize the overall state of the
resultant liquid mixtures. The main outcome of this research is
to solve the problem of the solubility of avonoids in aqueous
mixed medium and also to study the effects of temperature on
their solubility in the aq-DMSO medium. This work also aimed
to explore the potential of avonoids and protein interfaces to
nd the possible chemistry of avonoid vis-à-vis the unfolding
of proteins. Therefore, the outcome and fundamental mecha-
nism of our studies explore bright prospects for conducting the
studies with other globular proteins, DNA, enzymes, bio-
catalysts, and buffers in place of aqueous DMSO at variable pH
and temperatures. The surfactants could be replaced with ionic
liquids and amino acids so that the functional bioactive
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15805–15835 | 15833
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nanoemulsion medium could be developed not only to study
PCPs but also to extend their applications to investigate the free
radical scavenging of various species.

4. Conclusions

The nanodispersion stability of avonoids with surfactants in
the aq-DMSO system was examined with s, hD, Z, the Walden
product, pH, the electrostatic potentiostat, and Lm measure-
ments. Upon increasing the concentration and ACL of CnTAB,
the dispersion of avonoids increased, which is conrmed by
the PCPs and thermodynamic determination. Apigenin has
shown stronger interacting abilities with solvent systems which
were determined with s, hD, Z, the Walden product, DS and Dq.
The h data of CnTAB with solvent systems at T ¼ 298.15, 303.15
and 308.15 K determined the bulk properties hr and s, DS, DH,
DG, the Walden product, DFI and friccohesity shi coefficient
with regards to the structural consequences of IMI present
between the components. Upon increasing the temperature and
concentration, the C and u parameters both are inversely
proportional to each other. As the concentration of CnTAB
increased, the hD values increased with the increasing elec-
tronic polarizability in solution. The lowest L0 and highest h
values for HDTAB weakened the CFs with stronger IMF.
Increasing the ACL and temperature increased the DS values
due to the longer hydrophobic spacer of CnTAB from the higher
clusters. Upon increasing the ACL and concentration of CnTAB,
the BSA structure denatured with the change in the con-
formatory structure of BSA and increased dispersion, which
increased the surface area and interacting sites. This can work
as a suitable model for use in drug delivery, pharmaceutical
industries, and cosmetics. The friccohesity and DFI dene the
interacting and distribution dynamics based on molecular
motion, molecular stretching, and inquorate functional moiety
as well as the electrostatic interaction of medium and additives.
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